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He was staking his future
on those castings
EVEN though it was July 4 and
a holiday, R. T. Crane, then
a voung man, was so eager to see
his tinv new foundry in actual
operation that he lighted the fur-
nace, tilled the crucihle with
metal, and poured his first castings.
When the moulds were cool, and
the first Crane products ready, he
studied and cleaned and polished
with inexhaustible care.
The little foundry has grown into
the 347 acres of Crane manufac-
turing plants. Progress has brought
rows of giant electric furnaces to
take the place of his first crude
one. The lightning rod couplings
that he made on that day in 1855
have been expanded into a line of
33,000 items, meeting every
modern valve and fitting need of
the world's industries. But to this
day, the example the founder set of
intense personal interest and pride
and care for the quality of each
product remains a distinguishing
mark of the Crane organization.
Just as the founder on that first
day felt that his future rested with
the quality of those couplings,
Crane men are trained to feel that
their company's reputation rests
upon the quality of each valve and
httiiiii they turn out.
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SIMPLIFIES PIPING DESIGN
THE laying out of a piping system is materially
simplified by oxwelding. Where this method of
jointing is used, plans are not governed by the availa-
bility of standard fittings and the avoidance of specials.
Oxwelding does not change the general design fea-
tures. Size of pipe, method of suspension, provision
for expansion and contraction and location of turns,
branch connections, valves and other fittings are the
same as for other types of construction. Welded joints
and fittings are merely substituted to obtain increased
compactness, economy and serviceability.
Under Procedure Control, welded piping construc-
tion may be undertaken with the same confidence in
a satisfactory result as older methods.
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DESIGN STANDARDS FOR
OXWELDED PIPISG
Any welded Itiping system, even in its most
complkaled form, is a combination of a
few fundamental welding design details,
WELDED LINE JOINTS
Open Single Vee Butt Weld
Expl, of Design:
The Open Single Vee Butt Weld illuB-
trated is the type of weld most exten-
sively used for jiiinting steel pipe.
When properly made, it develops the
full strength of the pipe wall; it ia easy
to make and of low coat.
Uses :
The Open Single Vee Butt Weld is the
standard line joint and is recom-
mended for standard, extra heavy and
double extra heavy piping, for all
services carrying all pressures to
which steel and wrought iron pipe are
subjected.
Sliecificatioti
:
When the Open Single Vee Butt Weld
is specified the following should be
included in the specification;
1 The spacing between pipe ends,
before tacking, shall be as given in
Table 1, page 11, "Design Standards
for Oxwelded Piping."
2 Welds shall be thoroughly fused
to the joint edges and shall extend
completely to the bottom of the vee,
•I Welds shall have a minimum width
"•
of 2'., times the pipe wall thick-
ness and shall be symmetrical with
respect to the center line of joint.
A Welds shall be built up to present
a gradual increase in thickness
from etige to center.
C Thickness at the center of the
^' weld shall not he less than I'l
times the pipe wall thickness.
fi The weld shall be of sound metal
free from laps, gas pockets, slag
inclusions or other defects.
The above is excerpted from a hand-
book on fundamental designs, titled,
" Design Standards for Oxwelded Steel
and Wrought Iron Piping," published
by The Linde Air Products Company.
A copy of this handbook should be m
every architectural drafting room. It
is yours for the asking. Just fill in and
mail the coupon.
Technical Publicity Dept., 12th Floor
205 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me a copy of your new book,
"Design Standards for Oxwelded Steel
and Wrought Iron Piping," which also ex-
plains procedure control for pipe welding.
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Illinois' Only Co-operative Book Stores
Supplies For Second
Semester
Put off no longer getting those books and sup-
plies you really need in your second semester
courses. The work can't be done without the
proper tools.
All engineering and architect texts and reference books, slide
rules, drawing and sketching paper, pencils, erasers, drawing
boards, tracing linen, drawing instruments, engineer and archi-
tect scales, tee squares, drawing ink, everything the engineer and
architect needs will be found in these stores.
Study lamp for- your
Schedule cards and desk
blotters are free
o \ $1.35
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The Coast Artillery Unit
Maj. C. a. Ch \r.\i.\N
WHERE dots it stand in tlu- military sehcnic and
wh-At part does it play in the L'niversity of Illi-
nois, are natural and pertinent questions. Coast
artillery came to this continent with our earliest colonies
as an all-important key to their existence. It has been,
and as far as we can see into the future, will be a vital
necessity to any nation with a seacoast. You may be
interested to know that no other nation in the world
can compare its seacoast defenses with those of the L nited
States. About S240.(100,000.00 have been spent in their
installation and improvement. Whether it is obvious or
not, the old law of supply and demand f;o\erns this
branch.
By the beginning of the present centur\- the developed
power of na\ies to deliver long range fire from fast mov-
ing ships had created the demand for a specialized artil-
lery adequately equipped to defend our harbors and sea-
board industries. The Coast Artillery, which in 1930 be-
came a separate branch, has succe.ssfidly developed
weapons and methods to meet the naval threat. The
Field .Artillery from that time became the branch
specializing in the attack of land targets which of course
are usually stationary. The World war created a new
demand. It brought into existence as an offensive weapon
the airplane. Much has been said as to its powers and
limitations but to avoid bootless argument let us be con-
tent with the statement that its marvelous development
and perfectly apparent possibilities have forced all nations
to strain to the utmost to secure an adequate answer to
its threat.
Naturally the first question to be answered was to
whom should development of defense be assigned. History
showed that London depended priinarily on its air forces
for defense against German air raids. This required an
immense number of planes which were withheld from
the battle lines and the net result was that the Germans
were uniformly successful. Paris depended principally
on defense from the ground and the net result was that
Germans accomplished practically nothing from her air
raids on that city.
The natural decision in this coimtry was to place re-
liance for purely defensive measures principalh' on
ground troops and to organize an antiaircraft artillery.
Incidentally this includes the antiaircraft cannon, the
machine gun, or if you like, a machine gun which, fires
the projectile designed for use in cannon. To make it
effective both day and night, the necessary searchlight oi-
ganizations are included.
The next problem—the assignment of this mission
—
came to a very natural solution. Since the Coast .Artil-
lery had devised and perfected methods for bringing ac-
curate fire to bear on a moving target on the sea, it could
be expected to extend this to moving targets in the air.
The antiaircraft artillery thus became a part of the Coast
Artillery.
The reason that it came to the University of Illinois
is still "supply and demand." You are all fully ac-
quainted \\ith the immense and ever increasing import-
ance of the so-called Great Lake Region both in indus-
tries and population. Since protection is required in direct
proportion to importance, antiaircraft reserves in consid-
erable numbers must be provided here and Illinois in-
cludes in her training schemes the newly required prep-
aration for defense against the attack from the air.
A purchaser usually looks over what is offered to see
whether or not it really satisfies his demand. In this case
the demand of the state and federal government questions
the ability of antiaircraft artillery to adequately defend.
Our answer is that improvements since the Great War in
antiaircraft artiller\ have kept full pace with correspond-
ing impro\ements in the airplane. We arc as far ahead
of the artillery which defended Paris as the plane of
today is ahead of the wartime plane. We annually dem-
onstrate that with actual firings.
The natural demand of the Univer.sity of Illinois in-
cludes the question as to whether or not this course in
Military Science can justify itself as an educational
subject worthy of a place in the curriculum of each of its
colleges.
At the risk of being accused of "pa.ssing the buck,"
you are referred to the juniors who have taken up ad-
vanced course Coast Artillery. If you are still skeptical,
consider our problem of bringing into coincidence two
points, one the airplane moving in three planes, the other
the projectile whose motion is controlled with an entirely
different set of rules as to \eIocities, accelerations, masses
and time factors. For the engineer it is an opportunity
to apply most all of the math he has acquired and possibly
some additional. As an afterword, lest from this rather
sketchy discu-ssion it is inferred that antiaircraft artillery
is the complete aiiswer to the airplane in the attack, let
me add that there is not and never will be a defensive
arm which can completely nullify an offensive arm and
there will never be an offensive arm for which the de-
fense caiuiot find a satisfactory reply. Development of
the antiaircraft artillery defense simply emphasizes the
importance of the air corps and the two arms or branches
.ire quite mutualh' dependent.
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Research In Civil Engineering—Part II
W. C. HUNTIXGTOX
llt'dti of the Dcpiirtiiunt
III the Dfcember issiii purl of Ihe nsiiin/i work for llic Civil
Emjiiieerinij department <wns described. This seeond arliilc ton-
iludes the account of Ihe various projects.—The EnnoR.
MOMKNT DISTRIBUTION—One of the most
perplexing problems in structural engineering is
the stress analysis of rigid frames. The reinforced
concrete frame is necessarily a structure with rigid joints
in which the continuity of the beams and the inter-action
ot beams and columns creates a condition which is difficult
to analyze by the methods heretofore available. For tliis
rea.son many designers have resorted to the use of of arbi-
trary coefficients for the bending moments in such con-
tinuous beams. During recent years Professor Hardy
Cross has developed a method for the sclution of such
problems which is easily and quickly applieil and which
makes the solution of many problems in rigid frames
possible to the ordinary designer without a thorough
knowledge of statically indeterminate structures. Professor
Cross has designated this method as Moment Distribution.
THIN CYLINDRICAL SHELLS AS
COLUMNS—In economy of material, the cylindrical
shell possesses an advantage over struts of other cross
sections. A thin tube used as a column may fail by
column action or it may fail by local flexure or wrinkling
of the shell wall in a more or less symmetrical manner.
Mathematical in\estigations of the problem have been
made, but are not directly applicable to the ordinary
case; for in dealing with material of ordinary strength,
failure may, and generally does, occur after the limit of
direct proportionality between stress and strain has been
reached giving rise to a situation which is inconvenient,
if not impossible, to deal with mathematically. It is the
object of this investigation to study the type of failure
by local or secondary flexure, and to determine, as far as
possible, a rational formula for the stress causing col-
lapse of a thin tube in terms of the physical properties
of the material and the geometrical properties of the tube.
Specimens ranging in size from one inch in diameter and
(1.01 of an inch thick up to 24 feet in length, six feet in
diameter, and 5/16 of an inch thick will be compressed to
failure and their action observed. The effect of varying
the ratio of thickness to diameter, of length to diameter,
and of length to thickness will be observed and, as far as
possible, measured. An attempt will be made to correlate
the results of the experiments with a mathematical in-
vestigation. From these measurements and observations
it is hoped that conclusions may be drawn that will be of
value in predicting the action of these tubular columns
in general. This investigation is being financed by the
Chicago Bridge and Iron Works and the investigation
is being made by N. Newmark, a graduate research as-
sistant and a graduate of Rutgers College, under the
direction of Research Professor W. M. Wilson.
ADMIXTURES IN CONCRETE—During the
past several years considerable use has been made of
various finely powdered materials in concrete in addition
to the usual cement, aggregates and water. The purpose
of these admixtures is, in most cases, to increase the work-
ability of the concrete, although in some cases the idea
of water-tightness is the main consideration. Much ot
the research work involving a studv of the gradation of
the aggregates used in concrete has indicated that more
coarse material could be u-sed than has been customary.
This emphasis on increasing the coarseness of the aggre-
gate has in many cases carried the pendulum too far in
that direction with the result that man\' times the con-
crete has been harsh and unworkable and difficult to
place. To remedy this situation the advocates of these
admixtures have urged the use of small quantities of such
materials. It is often difficult to secure a dense mass
when the concrete is unworkable, so that in some cases
the use of an admixtin'e is made on the basis of securing
a dense mass which will be watertight. There has been
a difference of opinion as to the merits of admixtures.
Some feel that if any more money is to be spent on the
concrete, it should be spent on the cement content, since
the cement is a very fine material which will fimction
much as these admixtures do and in addition will add
strength to the resulting concrete. At the present time
there is not much information available as to the effect
of these materials on the strength of concrete. The in-
vestigation now underway in the department has been
undertaken to throw further light on this important
problem. The factors which are being considered are
:
The strength secured when admixtures are used, the
volume of concrete produced, the effect of admixtures on
the mixing water requirements, and their effect on the
modulus of elasticity. This investigation is being con-
ducted by E. E. Bauer, Associate in Civil Engineering.
BEARING VALUE OF BRIDGE PINS—Pin-
connected joints, such as are frequently used in bridges
might fail by shearing of the pin, by bending of the pin
or by crushing of the plate that the pin bears against.
Because of the highly concentrated character of the
stresses, the load producing failiu'e cannot be determined
satisfactorily by mathematical analysis. The investiga-
tion being made pertains particularly to the strength of
the pin in bending and the strength in bearing of the ad-
jacent plate. The resistance of pins to bending will be de-
termined from tests made up on pins varying in diameter
from one inch to six or eight inches and upon pins having
various lengths subjected to bending. The bearing
strength of plates will be determined for plates of vary-
ing thickness bearing upon pins of various diameters. The
object in all tests will be to determine the minimum load
that will produce a permanent deformation in either the
pin or the plate. This investigation is being made by
G. H. Dell, instructor in civil engineering, under the
direction of Research Professor W. M. Wilson.
THE COLUMN ANALOGY—If the elastic
properties of the different portions of a restrained flexural
member, such as a rigid frame or an arch, are known
the analysis for the stresses in the member is essentially
a problem in geometry. The geometrical relations in-
volved in this analysis are identical in algebraic form
with the general formula for determining the fiber stress
in a member which is bent. Since structural engineers are
familiar with the analysis of problems in flexure it is
often, of value to state the relations involved in the
analysis of rigid frames and arches in terms of the beam
fornnda. This investigation has shown that the bending
nionicnts in arches, rigid frames, and sinu'lar str\ictures
(Cniiliiiurd on Page 24)
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Return Flow of Irrigation Water
j. J. DoI.AM)
.Is.uui/ilc Professor of CJivil Eiii/iiircrinr/
THE term "Retuiii How" is applicii to that portion
of the total flow of a stream which is derived from
percolation through soil of the excess of water
previously diverted from a stream and applied to land for
irrigation purposes. In amount the return flow represents
the difference between the quantity of water diverted
(less that \\'asted in surface channels) and the quantity
of water lost through evaporation and used to satisfy tile
transpiration requirements of vegetation. The latter
quantity represents the depletion of the water resources
of the stream as a result of irrigation operations.
In the earlier years of irrigation development in tiic
western United States, the phenomenon of return flow
was not well recognized. The history of those years is
replete with narratives which relate the bitter opposition
on the part of established owners of water rights to the
irrigation development of lands which would require the
diversion of water from the streams before it reached
their headgates.
The controversy extended to state governments. At
one time the governor of Nebraska wrote an official letter
of complaint to the governor of Colorado. In his letter
tlie governor stated that he had been advised that tlie
depletion of the water from the South-Platte River b\
the farmers of Colorado had deprived the farmers of
Nebraska not only of the use of the water in the stream,
but al.so of their due quota of natural precipitation. The
latter condition, the governor explained by stating that In-
understood it to be a scientific fact that water flowing in
a stream exerts a magnetic influence on rain clouds. The
disputes kept local courts bus\' and even found their way
to the Supreme Court of the United States.
The irrigation development continued in spite of the
difficulties, but it became necessary to build reservoirs in
order to provide the water required to irrigate the addi-
tional lands. As more and more acreage was irrigated,
it was noted, within and below certain project boundaries.
that the dry weather flow of streams gradually increased.
It thus became apparent that all of the water applied to
land was not used by the vegetation to satisfy transpira-
tion requirements, and that therefore the remainder nuist
percolate through the .soil and eventually become surface
flow again.
It is a difficult matter to determine, to any great de-
gree of accuracy, how much of the flow of a stream ma\'
be credited to return flow. Numerous methods suggest
themselves for quantitative determination of return flow,
but in the application of any of them one encounters so
many indeterminate factors that it becomes a difficidt
matter to arrive at dependable residts.
A particular study of the return flow of the Nortli
Platte River was made by the writer during the summer
of 1930 for the United States District Engineer Office,
Kansas City, Mo. Lieutenant J. M. Young was the
engineer officer in charge of all investigations.
In the limited time a\ailable for studying existing
records and conditions and making the calculations, it
was impossible to carry on field experiments. Two
general methods of attack suggested themselves as offer-
ing possible solutions for the problem:
1. A studv of stream flow records to deternu'ne the
net depletion of tile water resources of the stream due to
irrigation.
2. A study of the amount of water required by the
different types of vegetation to satisfy transpiration re-
quirements and incidental evaporation losses.
The difficidties of the problem become apparent at
once. The flow of the stream is dependent upon the
many factors governing variable climatic conditions. It
is also affected by the diversions for irrigation purposes
and that part of the diversions which are returned direct-
1\- to the stream as waste, incidental to the operation of
irrigation canals. There is also considerable variation in
the amount by which the flow of the stream is increased
by percolating water derived from rainfall on the water-
shed within and outside of the irrigated area. Losses by
evaporation from the surface of the stream and the soil
TJba rrfin ^f/n*i
3 Jfreom dep/et^on
I'iij. 1: Slrram ftoiv sludirs Inuid on nairdrd floi:: ill
North Plallc, Nchr.
\ary with the climatic conditions and since such losses
are (luite impossible of accurate determination, their effect
upon the flow of the stream is indeterminate.
In attempting to determine the amount of moisture
requiretl for the maximum yield of different crops one
again encounters a maze of interrelated factors. Does an
individual plant consume just the right amount of water
required to develop its maximum yield or does it use as
much as it possibly can consume? To what extent is a
plant able to extract soil moistuie in the event of a de-
ficiency of water? How much of the water actually de-
livered to a plant is evaporated before the plant can make
use of it? What portion of the annual precipitation
which falls during the year may be consumptively used by
tlie plant?
No definite answers to these questions w-ill be at-
tempted here, but they and the variables mentioned in
connection with stream flow ser\e to illustrate the com-
ple\it\ of the |)i()blem. It will also be apparent that a
search for the various factors and the degree to which
each of them has a quantitative effect on return flow-
leads one quite far afield from pure engineering.
Hydrology, meteorology, geology, and entymology be-
come involved into a well nigh hopeless tangle.
It is evident that a study which will yield results
must be one which eliminates as far as possible the neces-
s Till: 'nX'IINOCR.M'll I-'chri 19M
sity of detcrmininfj tht- quantitative effect of iiuli\ iduiil
factors. It was therefore decided to select for stud\ :in
irrigated area on the North Platte River, which lies be
tweeii Whalen, W\oming. Bridgeport. Nebraska, ami
.North Platte, Nebraska. There were two reasons toi
selecting this particular section: (1) A large irrigated
acreage lies between Wiialen and Bridgeport, and {!)
stream flow records for a number of year.s are ;i\ailahic
for gaging stations on the river near these points.
Furthermore the history of the irrigation development
within the section indicated the po.ssibility of utilizing the
stream flow records.
Prior to lOOO there was comparatively little irrigation
being practiced within the section chosen. In that year.
however, the United States Reclamation Service com-
pleted the large storage reservoir at Pathfinder, Wyom-
ing, and the necessary canals and structures for irrigating
several thousand acres of land below W'liaien. The con-
struction work necessarx' tn permit the irrigation of a<lcli-
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Ways In Which Metals Fail
H. F. Moore
Rcsciinh Prnfcisor of Eni/tiiecnnt/ Malcriah
University of Illinois, I'rhtimi. Illinois
THERE are at least three distinct ways in which
metals tail in mechanical strength. These three
ways may be characterized as ( 1 ) Slip, or failure
of elastic properties, (2) Creep, or a slow continuing
flow as of a very viscous liquid, and (3) Fracture. As
a fourth method failure by corrosion might also be dis-
cussed, but as corrosion is primarily a chemical problem
it will not be discussed here, except to note tliat the
simultaneous action of load and corrosion is much more
disastrous than the action of either by itself.
In this article it will be necessary to use two technical
terms. The term stress will be used to denote the re-
sisting intensity of internal force in a metal, counter-
balancing the applied load. Stress is measured in pounds
per square inch and the maximum stress existing in any
part of a structural or machine member is usually con-
sidered to be a measure of its liability to failure. Stress
is computed, usually by the ordinary formulas of en-
gineering mechanics, and sometimes by the elaborate
formulas of the mathematical formula of elasticity. None
of these formulas are rigidly correct when applied to
actual materials, which are never perfectly homogeneous,
but they are the best means we have for computing
stresses.
Strain is the proportional change of length along any
line in a structural or machine member under load.
Failure by slip is of special importance in structures,
especially in structures subjected to a steady load. Failure
by slip is indicated by appreciable permanent distortion
of the member, such as a distortion as shown in Fig.
1. For members subjected to tension, such as chains and
tie bars, a slight distortion may not cause a disastrous
failure, but for machine tool parts such a distortion
would constitute a disastrous failure. In compression,
failure by slip is likely to be followed by buckling and
collapse as is shown in Fig. 2. Strength to resist failure
by slip is probably the outstanding requirement for com-
pression members.
fit/iir C.'illapse hy buckling of a steel eohimn stressed
to the yield point.
When we examine under the microscope a piece ol
metal which has developed appreciable slip, the sig-
nificance of that term is at once apparent. Fig. 3 illus-
trates this. It can be seen that the metal is made up
of irregular crystalline grains, and that some of the
grains apparently have split up into thin plates which
have slid over each other a little ways, like a pile ot
boards or pack of cards subjected to sidewise pressure.
If we ask the latest arrival in the materials testing
laboratory, the X-ray specialist, how the atoms behave
when slip takes place, he will probably say, that, as he
pictures the case, slip means a disturbance in the regular
geometrical arrangement of atoms within a grain of
metal—the space lattice as it is called—the breaking of
some atomic bonds, the bumping along of the divorced
atoms initil they find new mates, perhaps some hundreds
of atoms further along. At any e\ent, slip does not seem
Figure I: Failure of a ihciin under steady tension.
The piece of chain at the rifiht hand has not been stressed to the
eld point, while the piece to the left ha
eld point and slip has taken place. Th<
me lenmh of chain.
been .stressed to the
to necessitate an actual fracture in an\ part of the metal.
The test for slip in a metal is the test for that much
discussed property the "elastic limit." Definitions of
elastic limit, and various names such as proportional limit
and yield point are in u.se to define a value obtained by
certain standards. To avoid confusion the term yield
strength will be used in this paper to denote the stre.ss
below which slip in the metal is inappreciable in amount,
and above which it becomes appreciable, and is shown
by abnormal distortion. It is evident that how much
slip constitutes "appreciable" slip is a matter for arbitrary
definition, varying for different metals and for different
types of ser\ice.
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As noted alii)\c, tailiirc b\- sliji, that is, tailurc ot
clastic propt-rtii's, is the type of failure most important
to the structural engineer.
Failure by crcvfi (or flow) is a phenomenon whicii
is rapidly becoming of importance, especially in parts
subjected to elevated temperatures, since creep becomes
f}-y>s
: ; /
^3
'-*«*J«ei*
Figure 3: Slip lines in crystalline grains of iron stressed to
yield point.
A, a, and B, indicate slip lines (or slip bands) at planes where
sliding has taken place.
Masnification 350 times. Micrograph by Prof. T. V'er of Budapest,
t.'iken in the metallographic laboratories of the ITniversity of Illinois.
increasingly evident as the temperature rises. Failure by
slip and failure by creep resemble each other in that the\
both appear as a permanent distortion of the member.
However, they seem to be quite different in their nature.
When failure occurs by slip, if the load is left on,
the slip soon stops and after a short time equilibrium
is established. When failure occurs by creep it continues
Figure 4.
(a) Unstressed specimen of steel.
(b) Specimen broken after several thousand cycles of reversed
bending.
(c) Specimen subjected to heavy steady flexural load.
indefinitely under continued application of steady load ;
the material acts as if it were an e.xtremely viscous liquid,
like a very strong and stiff tar. No microscopic studies
as >et made re\ eal the mechanism of flow as clearly as
the mechanism of slip is revealetl by the formation of slip
bands. Howe\er, it is found that metals with large
crystalline grains (as seen under the miscroscope) seem
to be more resistant to flow than metals with small
cr\stalline grains. This is just the reverse of the case
tor resistance to slip. Resistance to slip seems to exi>t
largely on account of the mutual interference of adjacent
grains with their slip jilanes in different directions. This
means that the smaller the grains and the larger the
number in a given volume, the greater is the probability
that such interference will be effective. The resistance of
large grained metal to flow suggests the hypothesis that
tlow takes place, or at least starts, in the boundaries be-
tween grains. These boundaries would be relatively
smaller in a large grained metal than in small grained. It
was formerly thought that such grain boundaries were
made up of "amorphous" metal,—that is, metal without
any regular arrangement of its atoms into a space lattice.
The modern view is that these boundaries represent a
region of irregulai' ;irrangement of atoms due to the
Figure 5: Fractured surface of specimen •w/iic/i failed after
se-veral thousand cycles of reversed bending ("fatigue" failure).
Note the jagt^ed "crystalline" lens-shaped core and the comparatively
smooth outer surfaces. "Fatigue" cracks started at A and B and gradu-
ally spread inward. When the effective area had been reduced to the
lens-shaped area the specimen suddenly snapped in two.
joining of two crystals with differently oriented space
lattices. In either event, the grain boundary might be
expected to act more like a liquid than does the crystal-
line grain with its regular arrangement of atoms into a
space lattice.
It is not yet certain whether for any metal there
is a "creep strength," a stress below which no appreciable
creep takes place, or whether some minute creep takes
place under all loads. Long time tests for creep, tests
covering ten thousand hours or more, show creep
present for stresses below any "elastic limit" determined
by a short-time test at a high temperature. The further
investigation of limiting stresses for creep is greatly
needed, and, in the very nature of the tests, it is a very
slow investigation to carry out. Some metals, notably
lead, exhibit appreciable cre;ep at ordinary room tempera-
t\ires under stresses as low as 440 lb. per sq. in.
As noted previously, failure by creep is of importance
(Continued on Page 20)
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The Zero Hovir
A. R. GiLKERSOX '31
The lillf is taken from the expression on page 12S of the
University of Illinois Bulletin for the year 1929-30, inhere the
senior eii'il mgineerinij inspection trip is listed as "C. E. W,
hour credit." The style of this paper may not be that of a formal
report such as one ii-ould expect on a subject of this type. My
apology is that 1 may liave occasion to sit down some rainy
Saturday afternoon, such as this, ten or fn'cnly years from noix:,
tune in to the .Irmy-Motre Dame football game, pick up this and
scan it as a story of just one incident of an enjoyable year and
not as a table of dimensions, pressure heads and formulas.
The Author.
THE afternoon of October 21 rolled around finding
a little group of sturdy-charactered \ouths cussing
iHider their breaths because they had to wear a
necktie to C. E. 71 class and not only this but sit
through three long hours waiting for 3:50 p. m., which
time virtually meant the start of a week of vacation for
the seventy-four of them. They had already become tired,
weary and stale from hour after hour of hard tedious
labor designing a typical bay for aisle B, wondering what
the phrases annuity certain, present worth, and other
liumorous expressions meant or worse yet that most in-
triguing problem in theory of statically indeterminate
structures. Professor Huntington's system of grading.
Putting it simply, in the words of the mono-syllable
vocabularied engineer, we were very tired and needed
rest. We got it, from 4:00 P. M. until H :00 P. M.,
thanks to the Greyhound Motor-bus company.
The following morning the Keokuk power plant on
the Mississippi was taken by storm. There probabh
hadn't been so many engineers standing around the place
since the contractor pulled oil the job.
The general layout of the plant is shown in figiue 1.
I was first impressed by the deplorable condition of
the concrete masonry in the entire structure. The unused
turbine wells outside and to the south of the power house
liresented the appearance of the ruins of some ancient
Grecian temple that had recently been unearthed.
figure 1
Upon questioning the guide I found that these had
been set in place in conjunction with the main and first
construction of the plant for use in future expansion and
development because of the fact that the United States
government will not allow further construction on this
site. These will never be used, however, for there is a
new project going on some distance down the river. As
an explanation of the condition of the concrete he blamed
the long havil of the mix which was from the other side
of the river, a distance 1 should judge of one-half a mile.
At the Central concrete mixing plant of the General
Materials company, Saint Louis, we learned that a short
lag after mix was an advantage, so I am still up in the
air.
I was one of the few fortunate ones to go down into
a turbine well, that turbine being repaired. Upon de-
scending I noticed the thickness of the main floor slab
—
about five feet. The fifteen turbines operated are I. P.
Morris, 10,000 H. P. The main bearings of these carry
35,000 pounds and are supplied with oil pumped at 210
pounds per square inch. The\- operate at ^7.7 R. P. M.
Figure 2
with a head of 27 feet. The governors on the generators
appear to be very complicated pieces of machinery. They
operate a double signal system in the operator's cab over-
head such that he sees on a board every thing that goes on
every place all of the time.
Galvanized iron busses on transformers and other
electrical connections were first used in this plant.. There
are some good examples of crane runway girders and
traveling cranes running the full length of the building,
which is 920 feet long.
The Municipal Airport of Saint Louis. Saint Louis,
once a great mid-continejital harbor, is now a dirty rail-
road center. It seems, however, to be several laps ahead
of Chicago as far as municipal airport development is
concerned. They have square yard after square yard of
runway spread all over a field of 550 acres. The special
preparation of the content of these runways is a feature
well worth mentioning. First the vegetable matter was
removed from the field. The course of a drainage stream
flowing directly across the field was diverted and now
flows around as shown in figure 2. The field is drained
to 1.4 inches per hour or about 42 cubic feet per hour
during storms by means of a tile system hurried in a bed
of gravel. Li grading this field 275,000 cubic yards of
earth were brought to Ie\el at the cost of $0.25 per cubic
yard. It was then pulverized and oiled.
The runways arc a macadam mix of oil, stone and
earth. They are 100 feet wide, 2,500 feet in length and
grade to 1 per cent for drainage. The process is some-
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thinj; like this: )j \;iril of stoni' mixed with ]^ yaril of
oileil primeil earth aiul 23 Kallons of asphalt cutback.
One cubic yard of this stuff will cover 6J{. square \ariis
of surface. After this mix is spread .2 of a gallon of
cutback goes on top and .15 of a gallon of road oil to
maintain it. Stone chips are spread on top of this and the
whole thing is dragged and rolled. This makes a 4-inch
pavement costing $1.05 a square yard, about one-half the
price of concrete. The whole process is new and is more
or less experimental, but this combination seems to make
a well drained, hard surfaced, tough and comparatively
cheap material.
The cost of grailing and preparing this field amounts
to $185,600. drainage $54,.500 and the cost of land $140,-
000, which is tax payers' money invested with as yet no
material return. Traffic at this airport over a four
months period was 52 ships in averaging five passengers
to a ship.
ri/juf
At the Mississippi Valley Structural Steel Company
I saw for the first time the cutting, squaring off and
grinding of beam sections ; also several built up plate
girders in the making. I noticed in this place three jib
cranes of the type given to us in a problem in C. E. 82.
The Anheuser-Busch Company.—Not being a fiend
for near beer or the like and being of strong enough
character to refuse, I enjoyed the luncheon and entertain-
ment furnished us. This mass of brew machines, beer
bottles, diesel engines, coal yards, malt, cheese, yeast,
cattle-feed, concrete columns, and sawtooth roofs was
enough to amaze even the most disinterested visitor. This
conglomeration covers seventy-one city blocks with one
hundred and seven buildings worth $60,000,000. One
could have easily and profitably spent a week in this
place. I noticed the expansion joints in the nil concrete
saw tooth roofs (figure 3).
I have mentioned the General Materials Company.
The advantages of the central mixing plant as presented
by them are these: The loading, hauling, and unloading
of materials is concentrated. They do not have to be
hauled to the job individually. This concentration affords
more accurate and consistent measurement, and a more
careful watch on time of mix. It affords the advantage
of a laboratory w-hich no contractor will take time, money
or trouble to establish. The result is improved quality,
increased strength and ultimately a quicker final placing
of the mix. The compan\- has placed as much as 600
cubic yards in an 8-hour day with no appreciable increase
in cost. Their length of haul has been as long as
fourteen miles. They explained that a time lag of as
much as one-half an hour is beneficial to the concrete,
allows for shrinkage, etc. They deliver by truck mixer
or agitator, which is merely an ordinary mixer on a truck
chasis, to any job from ash pit to boulevard. One of their
bigger jobs consisted of 40,000 cubic yards costing one-
half a million dollars.
Saint Louis has a new arena, unique in its roof con-
struction, which is a lattice work of 4"xl8" struts. It
is 400 feet in length, 232 feet wide, and 135 feet high.
It will seat 13,500. The building has been heated to 70'
with an outside temperature of -5°. It was built at a
cost of $5,000,000 in ten months, and seems to be a pay-
ing proposition, housing everything from Lutheran con-
\ entions to stock shows and hockey meets.
The Park Plaza hotel is a new thirty story apart-
ment hotel. This building is of steel and concrete con-
struction. There is nothing out of the ordinary except
rile use of cinder concrete in the floors and the wind
bracing perpendicular to the plane of the outside walls
in the upper stories. The main floor lobby is very plain
and in modern taste.
About dusk we descended into the River des Peres.
This is merely a huge storm sewer which has recently
been completed. Its twin tunnel construction is interest-
ing, although the work was done in open ditch.
More remarkable to me than the distilleries of the
Anheuser-Busch were the "distilleries" of the Saint Louis
Water Purification System. We saw the muddy waters
of the Mississippi transformed into a sparkling clear blue
beverage with only an occasional turtle or tadpole. Two
hundred million g. p. d. is the capacity of the Chain of
Rocks plant through forty filters. This plant is located
below the intersection of the Missouri and Mississippi
rivers just south of the Chain of Rocks bridge. It sup-
plies Saint Louis through a gravity system. It is interest-
ing to note that the waters from these two rivers do not
mix. One hundred seventeen thousand eight hundred
tons of sand are removed at this point per year, proving
that there is not only water in a river. In the station
there are several huge pumps which pump 1,650 gallons
per revolution or about 30,000,000 gallons in twenty-
four hours. I heard it mentioned that nothing is put
into this water but plenty taken out. The filter sand
has never been changed in the twelve years of operation
and only a few yards of sand have been added. The sand
is washed once in about every ninety hours.
The Chain of Rocks bridge above mentioned is a new
seven-span inclined-top-chord truss structure erected at
the cost of $2,000,000. It has a traffic lane 20 feet in
width, consisting of a 6-inch concrete slab. The steel in
the bridge itself is of 24,000 poimd silicon steel for ten-
sion and 16,000 pound carbon steel for compression based
on 15,000—/';-.
^A unique thing concerning this bridge is that in
choosing a site it was found that the only advantageous
position was one which necessitated an angle in the center
line of about 27 degrees. In allowing for expansion it
happened that the main expansion joint came at this
point. This was taken care of by an arrangement some-
thing like the interlocking of two steel combs.
A trip through the Missouri Portland Cement Com-
pany brought to light a good many things I had heard
about in C. E. 95 but had never seen, particularly the
kilns. I have included an itinerary of the trip rather
than go through any long detailed explanation of the
process.
On our last afternoon in Saint Louis we boarded the
Ernstus Wells for a ten mile trip up and down the river.
This gave us an opportunity to obtain a better view of
the river bridges, also the St. Louis skyline.
The Eades bridge was more striking to me than any
of the others. It is an old steel arched truss, the bottom
choni and other membeis of which are built of steel pipe.
These pipes are made out of longitudinal pieces of steel
like barrel staves and the pipe is put together like that of
an ordinary barrel. These have a series of flanges at
each end and as two ends are put together a sleeve having
alternate flanges on the inside fits over and interlocks
(Continiiid on Page 26)
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A New Era In Pipe-Line Transportation
F. E. Hangs '32
LIQL ID petroleum gathered b> tlie simple expedient
of soaking up the film on Oil creek with a blanket,
in Venango County Western Pennsylvania in 1852,
was bottled and sold under the fanciful names of "Amer-
ican Meilical Oil," and "Seneca Oil." This marks the
birth of the Petroleum industry. In the past seventy
years this has ranked as one of the nation's foremost in-
dustries, second only to agriculture and the railroads.
Certainly the search for wealth in "liquid gold" has
offered all the romance and glamour of any other min-
eral. Its early history is full of thrilling and picturesque
events. Some ambitious boatmen floated two barrels of
oil down to Pittsburgh in the early eighteen-sixties. The
market was flooded. Thus early were the evils and wastes
of over-production forced upon the attention of pro-
ducers.
Larger production after the advent of oil wells and
the Civil war presented a difficult transportation prob-
lem. An ex-cavalry officer organized a spectacular end-
less caravan, to take the oil in barrels, five to seven to
a wagon, to (^il City on the Alleghany or to some rail-
road point where wooden \ats on flat cars were pressed
into service. Some six thousand men and teams were em-
ployed. Roads became quagmires. Wagons sank to the
axles. Horses floundering in the oily mud lost the greater
part of their hair. Teamsters tore down fences only to
widen the quagmire.
.Another transportation expedient was that of artifi-
cial freshlets on Oil creek. Dams were built and at a
specified time on Wednesdays and Saturdays the flood-
gates were opened. From two to over seven hundred
craft of all descriptions loaded with barrels of oil a\\aited
this frcshlet all along the banks below the dams and at-
tempted to ride on the crest of water to the Alleghain
river. Many boats floundered, caught on sand bars oi'
were splintered by other boats. To say the least this
was a hazardous undertaking. People living along tin-
banks turned out to see this spectacle. Some of the more
thoughtful individuals provided themselves with utensils
and \essels to skim up oil lost by some unfortunate boat.
The first attempts to build a pipe line to convey oil
were made about 1865. The trials were unsuccessful in
themselves as the lines leaked at every joint and little
oil was delivered at the end. However, the principle was
demonstrated as sound. The enraged teamsters tore up
these lines and threatened the builders. The successful
line, a 2" one later in 1865, was four miles long and
delivered 800 barrels a day but this had to be protected
by armed forces.
The development of pipe lines has been inevitable and
rapid. From humble beginnings a vast network of trunk
and gathering lines has encompassed the L nited States.
Crude oils from mid-continent fields are shipped to the
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The Perfect University
'riirouf^h the j;ray haze of pipe smoke rise the turrets
of many a noble castle. Despite the wizardry of modern
engineering, these dimly seen structures are still the only
perfect creations. And occasionally one lingers long
enough in view to be observed more or less in detail.
So to us in the sad twilight of the first semester came
a vision of the perfect university. . . .
The professors never took the roll, because they
realized that half their classes were dull and valueless
to the ones who had a quick grasp on studies, and be-
cause they know that the remainder of the absentees
would eliminate themselves without the need of limited-
cut rules.
They never gave ten-minute quizzes, because someone
had found out that students attended class not to give
evidence of having studied but in order to have straight-
ened out for them the points which they had not been
able to ferret out by themselves.
They never lectured, because even the simplest of
their number had finally realized that the necessity for
lectures had been done away with generations before by
one Gutenburg.
They did not arrange their design courses in semes-
ters, because some deep student of psychology had con-
vinced them it was not worthwhile to combat the very
human tendency to procrastinate. Instead, they gave one
course at a time, devoting all of their working time to it
until the course was finished. Professors who asked for
special reports received carefully prepared articles, for
even the procrastinator. working uniler pressure at a last
minute task, could turn out good work when he had
only one piece to do.
Each student worked on a distinct project. Some
civils were designing factories and some were puzzling
over the steel requirements of a power plant. Each had
chosen the subject most attractive to him, after a personal
consultation with his instructors. The>' came to class
about eight or nine in the morning, and some lingered
till almost dinner time. The instructors during portions
of the day sat in swivel chairs and discu.ssed problems
with individuals much as a consulting engineer would
advise his client. Notices were posted on the wall that
at certain other hours these instructors wo\dd hold classes
on matters of general interest for all wlio might wish to
attend.
Only a short period was spent over the drafting board
with the detailing of structural members, for just the year
before, the last faculty member had admitted that there
were enough technical considerations in design to fill all
the time of the engineer in college, and that detailing was
a routine he could pick up when he was through with
university training.
They never assigned problems to "work out and hand
in" because there was no way of telling which students
had worked them and which had copied the others' work
—which obviously completely frustrated the sole purpose
of such an assignment. They saw that the good student
had suffered, who had failed to find in such a problem
sufficient meat to bother spending six hours cracking
the hull for, while the lazy one who spent fifteen minutes
copying the work had profited—and so they gave it up.
And finally, after the examination papers had been
read carefully—final examinations were still given be-
cause every one knew that the ability to do a certain
amount of work in a definite number of hours without a
library at hand is of distinct value to an engineer—after
these papers were read, we say, they were piled in a wide
open space, together with grade hooks, and after a com-
mittee from the office of the dean had thoroughly ran-
sacked each faculty member's home and searched his
person for lists of averages and other devices of sorcery,
those professors with whom such paraphernalia was found
were added to the pile, and the whole was saturated
with kerosene and ignited. The remaining professors
then returned home and wrote a twenty word paragraph
on the merits of each of his students, and the paragraphs
were filed with the recorder.
Combatting Lack of Experience With
Technical Reading
The greatest hindrance an engineer meets after get-
ting out of school is his lack of experience. Since it is
impossible to go to school and also gain a great deal of
experience in any particular line, the student engineer
should devote as mucii time as he can to becoming ac-
quainted with present-day engineering practices. This
can only be accomplished by the extensive reading or the
cvirrent engineering magazines. Although this is not the
(i|ui\alent of actual experience, it has the advantage of
broadening the student's idea of what is being done in
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the field, and in many cases may show a practical ap-
plication of some of the theories he has studied.
What makes an engineer? Is it profound knowledge
of the principles of calculus and mechanics? Is it a
thorough understanding of the theory of the least square
and the h\sterisis curve? It is granted that such knowl-
edge would be a great asset, but of equal importance is
the understanding of practical instances where this
knowledge can be applied. We know a man who is a
wizard with figures; he can multiply three five-digit
numbers mentally in about six seconds. The only stumb-
ling-block to his rapid rise to fame is that, for the past
four years, he has been the inmate of an insane asylum.
He lacks common sense and the ability to put his talent to
practical use.
We great!)' fear that man\ engineers, when they get
out of school, will be in a somewhat similar condition.
There are students who can calculate the moments of
inertia of composite bodies in their sleep, but they ha\e
no idea for the practical application of moment of inertia
other than its use in the flexure forniida. Probably one
of the most spectacular of engineering feats to be accom-
plished recently was the blasting of a precast dam into its
position in a river. This feat required that the moment
of inertia of the dam be calculated. However, when you
explain this application to some of the so-called "bril-
liant" students, they look at you as if you were a second
Haron Munchausen or Ananias. In fact, most of them
have probably never heard of this project, although it
has been given a great deal of publicity in several en-
gineering magazines.
All of this goes to proNC that many excellent stu-
dents have only slight ideas of what they can do with
their knowledge after they have acquired it. It is really
regretable, for it would be far better to say to a pros-
pective employer, "Well, I know this and that about the
construction features of the Hetch-Hetchy project," than
it would be to say, "For a cone, I is e<]ual to .3/10 Mr-.
'
—H. DUNKER.
Let Us Be Fair
The L A & S student has a secret awe for the engi-
neer, whom he considers as effecting stupendous achieve-
ments through the use of his mystical slide rule, x's, y's,
and z's, empirical formulas, and incomprehensible com-
putations, and yet openly he holds him up as an object
for derision, who "wears sloppy clothes, is self-centered,
and has no use for the aesthetic side of life."
The engineering student more or less envies those in
the other schools of the university for their various abili-
ties to make the English language express their thoughts
in a fascinating wa\, or to discuss the psychological aspect
of a given action, or the economic aspect of a given situ-
ation, and yet he openly ridicules the other for not ac-
complishing anything definite, or material, or for not
being a real "he-man," but instead being one given over
to the pleasures of life, and afraid of real work.
When the L A & S student takes some engineering
subjects, his own fellows wonder why he wastes his time
on any of it, and the engineer wonders why he hasn't
sense enough to remain entirely within the engineering
school, and then dismisses the idea with, "Oh, he hasn't
brains enough." This same feeling is reciprocated when
the situation is reversed. "Oh well, an engineer has to
know how to read and write ami sign his name, 1 sup-
pose!"—sucli is perhaps the attitude.
No matter how often it hajipens, people are surpiised
when an engineer is discovered to be a noted writer, or
to have a sartorial taste comparable with that of anyone
noted for such things; engineers are surprised to find
the layman agrees with them on almost everything, and
is thoroughly in sympathy with the difficulties they have
to labor against.
Why can't the various types of students get together
and say, "Here, you can do this better than I can; you
do this; I can do that better than you can: I'll do that.
Let's all get together and help each other out."
Let's have a little more praise, and less ridicule!
^W.'^LTER A. CaRI.SOX.
A Corduroy Cotillion
There has been considerable agitation to revive the
animal Corduroy Cotillion, which last winter failed to
materialize on account of the hibernation of the En-
gineering Council. Class dances have been increasing in
popularity this year and there is every reason to believe
that the engineering school could make a succe.ss of their
frolic.
With the fraternity dance season in the offing, what
is done must be done quickly. Leaders of various en-
gineering groups have expressed themselves as favorable
to the idea and willing to back it up. It will be the re-
sponse of individual engineers, however, in the matter of
pLirchasing tickets, which will put the dance over prop-
erly.
The fact that this is a unique e\ent—not just another
dance—should be a big selling point. Whipcords, Cordu-
roys, boots and jackets for the men—and heaven knows
what the women will wear! Surprises in the decorations
and the programs, and an extra fine band to furnish the
music. We hope the tickets will go fast when they are
put on sale.
These (Undiiroys
It is with a decided feeling of disgust that we gaze
on the increasing numbers of corduroys appearing on the
north-of-(jreen-street campus. A large percentage of the
engineering school takes pride in presenting a respectable
appearance, and it had seemed to us that Illinois had
almost a tradition of conventional dress among its en-
gineering students.
Certainly such a tradition is admirable. And unusual.
When one enters buildings on other campuses, and sees
smoking in the halls, he is likely to think of the Illini's
no-smoking tradition as unnecessary or bothersome, but
when one sees big bold buccanneers banging boots down
the hallways of these foreign campuses he breathes only
a prayer of thankfulness that folks back home don't do
that way.
We suggest, therefore, that our corduroy cohort
adopt flaming lumberjacks and wide-brimmed sombreros
as well, so that the rest of the university can brand them
defim'tely as freaks instead of grinning with glee as their
eyes fall on what they love to designate as a Typical
I'.ngineer.
Nothing said here is directed against the plans for
the cotillion mentioned elsewhere on this page. Hut it
seems to us there is quite a difference between costuming
every day of the week and "dolling up" for a party. Our
campus elite have their Axe-Grinders' ball, but none of
them stroll down (ireen street next moriu'ng in the apache
costumes of the night before. Similarly, it seems that
after our Corduroy Cotillion the he-man costumes could
well be laid away and forgotten.
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DEPARTMENTAl.
NOTES
Y. and A. iVl. Departinent
Pr(iti">sors Enger ami ralhnt attended
the annual meeting of the A. S. C. F..
held in New York Citv during the week
of January 19-23. Professor Monre at-
tended a ineeting of the American As-
sociation for the Advancemetit of Science
in Cleveland. Professor Moore is vice-
president of the Engineering Section.
Professors Westergaard and Richart at-
tended a meeting of the Highway Re-
search Hoard. Professor Westergaard is
a member of the committee on Structural
Design of Roads. Professor Richart is a
member of the committees on "Use of Rail
Steel as Reinforcing Steel for Concrete"
and "X'olumetric Changes of Concrete."
The committee on Use of Rail Steel as
Reinforcing Steel for Concrete is review-
ing and correlating all test material on
this subject with the view of finally
making recommendation as to where it
may or may not be used. The reinforcing
bars are made by heating and rerolling
old, discarded rail sections. The prin-
cipal drawback has been the hrittleness of
the bars, so made because of the high
carbon content in the rail steel. If uses
can be found for such a reinforcing bar
there uill result a large economic saving
for both the consumer and manufacturer.
Professor Richart and (i. C. Staehle
have issued a progress report on the "In-
vestigation of Reinforced Coiicrete
Columns." This is an investigation of the
Engineering Experiment Station in co-
operation with the American Concrete
Institute. The greater part of the testing
has been completed. This included the
making and testing of 331 columns vary-
ing in size from 8" to 32" in diameter
and 5 feet to 17.5 feet in length. A por-
tion of the columns are being tested for
a period of a year, some under a constant
load and some under no load. This is ex-
pected to furnish information on the
plastic flow of concrete under load. The
larger columns were tested to determine
whether design data used for small
columns held true for large columns. The
testing of these large 32-inch columns was
only made possible through the new
3,000,000 pound Southwork Emery Test-
ing Machine. The Laboratory of .Applied
Mechanics at the I*, of I. is one of the
best e(|uippcd laboratories in the world.
Ceramics
The American Ceramic Society will
hold its annual meeting in Cleveland. ().,
February 22-28. The meeting will be
divided up into seven phases pertaining
to Ceramics and many technical papers
will be presented.
Professor Parmelee of the Ceramic Oe-
partment, who has been gone from the
Cniversity since last summer, is at present
in Berlin. He has been traveling through
various parts of Europe and expects to
be in Herlin for some time. During his
trip he is visiting numerous plants and
technical laboratories, and has been doing
considerable writing.
Bulletin No. 52, "The Flffect of Furnace
(Jases on the Quality of E^namels" was
recently published by Professors .Andrews
and llertzell.
Professor Hertzeli \vill give some
lectures to the Ceramic Short Course at
the I'niversity of Alabama during the
first part of February.
R. D. Rudd, formerly research assistant
in Ceramics at the Experiment Station, is
now living in Phoenix, Arizona. Mr.
Rudd left on account of ill health and ac-
cording to letters received from him re-
cently, his health has improved very
much.
Mechanical Engineerinj*
Prof. A. C. Willard and Prof. A. P.
Kratz attended the meeting of, the .'\meri-
can Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers held in Pittsburgh, January 26-
29. They presented a paper, prepared
jointly, on "Heat Emission from the
Surfaces of Cast Iron and Copper
Cylinders Heated with Low Pressure
Steam."
Chicago proved to be the mecca or
Mechanical Engineers from February 10
to 14, with the fifth Midwest Power
Engineering Conference, the fourth Na-
tional Fuels meeting of the A. S. M. E.,
and the fifth Midwest Power Exposition,
convening during those four days. Pro-
fessor WMllard, a conference representa-
tive of the fifth Midwest Power Engineer-
ing Conference, and many others of the
department attended these meetings.
The following research work is being
done under the direction of this depart-
ment: Furnace Research, in co-operation
with the National Warm .Air Heating
.Association ; Direct Steam and Hot
Water Heating, in co-operation with In-
stitute of Boiler and Radiator Manu-
facturers; Research in Mechanical Re-
frigeration; Radiometric Study of Ex-
plosions in a Gasolene Engine ; Flow of
.Air through Orifices; Investigation of
Northern Illinois Coke, in co-operation
with the Zeigler Coal and Coke Co.;
Research on Performance Studies of Spur
Clears; Performance Studies of a Stoker
Boiler I'nit; Investigation of Efficiency of
Power Screws and Collar Thrust Hearings
and an Investigation of the Proposed
Chicago Subway.
Prof. J. .A. Poison's book, "Internal
Combustion Engines" published by Wiley
and Sons is expected off the press in time
to be used the second semester.
Professor G. L. Clark of the depart-
ment of chemistry spoke before the Janu-
ary 14 meeting of the student chapter of
the .American Society of Mechanical Ei\-
gineers on the subject of the X-ray, and
especially its interest to the mechanical
engineer.
Accompanying his lectures by slides, he
began by saying that since the discovery
of the X-ray by Rontgen great advances
have been made, which in themselves
have served to indicate and open up new-
fields of research. Of course, the X-ray
is indispensable in numerous instances of
medical diagnosis, as in the case of frac-
tures, leprosy, the location of foreign ob-
jects in the alimentary tract, but it also
has unlimited applications in the inves-
tigation of structural materials.
Zones of weakness, such as blow holes
and cracks, are quickly revealed in steel
castings that outwardly appear perfect.
Defects in airplane propellors, pistons,
and structures have been demonstrated by
this method. This has resulted in the
de\'elopment of better foundr\' techni(]ue,
the improvement being in the direction
indicated by X-ray studies of the product.
It has done such things as reducing the
annealing time for a certain product in
a Chicago foundry from six hours to one-
half hour, a change of tremendous eco-
nomic importance.
The X-ray apparatus used now will
penetrate five-inch steel in a reasonable
time, the tubes used operating on from
250,000 to 275,000 volts. Tubes operating
o[i as high as 1000,000 volts have been
built, but there are as yet several difficul-
ties encountered in their use. The ad-
vantage is that, the higher the voltage,
the lower the wave length, and there-
fore the greater penetrating power.
X-rays have also been used in the de-
termination of types of stresses in rail-
road ties, in establishing the authenticity
of old oil paintings, or revealing altera-
tions, in working out crystal lattice struc-
ture, grain size, and arrangement of
molecules of metals, both pure and al-
loved, as well as the investigation of
cellulose products, wood, rubber, and
even liquids under both normal and de-
formed conditions.
Architecture
W. p. Crane, the winner of the
sixteenth Plym Fellowship, who has just
returned from his tour of Europe, has
taken a novel way of reporting his in-
vestigations. He has drawn a large map
of Europe. I'pon the map, done in flat
colors, he has traced the path of his
wanderings. At every stop of interest he
has sketched in its most interesting build-
ing, with some short note of criticism or
description. In southern Italy and in
Sicily, where he first stopped, Greek and
.Arabic architecture predominated. As he
went north\vard through central Italy,
Roman architecture became more prom-
inent. -As he moved across northern Italy,
he showed in some of his sketches the
beautiful buildings of the Renaissance.
France shows the beautiful chateaux
about Tours, with the Norman and
Gothic influences in the north. England
is dotted with various forms of the
Gothic type. He returned to the con-
tinent again to pass through Holland on
his way home to see tfiis "hotbed of
modern architecture."
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Freshman Lectures
Professor Schmidt of the Railway En-
gineering department gave a very inter-
esting illustrated lecture on the history
and development of the steam engine.
Professor Schmidt showed that everv
branch of engineering has a part in the
railway industry. The civil engineers
built the bridges and plan the road bed ;
architects build the depots; electrical en-
gineers develop the block system, and me-
chanical engineers design the engines,
rails and cars.
The first engines were built in France
one hundred and sixty years ago by
French artillery officers. They were very
crude affairs consisting of one piston and
boiler with frame, with the appearance
of a tea kettle set on three large wheels.
The early engines were all very clumsy
in appearance. Some had three wheels
which later changed to four. Others had
only one piston and instead of having
the piston rod connected to the wheel, it
was suspended vertically and fitted into
notches of a large cog wheel that was
in turn fastened to the inside of the drive
wheel. Another model with a short life
was one that received its tractive power
from a cog wheel running on a third
rail. The earliest engines were made to
operate on roads instead of on rails.
The first train in the United States was
drawn by a third rail engine introduced
in 1826. Three years later the first pub-
lic passenger train was operated between
Charleston and Hamburg, South Carolina,
and was drawn by a wood burning en-
gine with the boiler in the middle.
The (nited States has added more im-
provements to the steam engine than any
other country: compound cylinders, me-
chanical stokers, super heaters, refined
designs, accessories, and water heaters, as
well as four wheel trucks.
The latter part of the lecture was given
over the slides of modern engines, rang-
ing size from switch engines to the larg-
est freight locomotives, as well as models
of mountain type engines in which the
fire box and boiler are at an angle with
the engine bed.
Professor Iloelscher of CJeneral Engi-
neering Drawing gave a lecture on Blue
Printing.
The blue printing industry is a larger
industry than most people realize. The
Western Electric Company of Chicago
employs one hundred and fifty men in
its blue printing department alone. Auto
manufacturers use thousands of feet of
print paper every year in developing
their new models.
'Vhe blue print process was discovered
in 18+0 bv Sir John Kirshna. It was
first introduced into the United States in
1876 at the Centenial Exposition which
was held at Philadelphia.
It is produced by exposing a piece of
sensitive paper, covered by a tracing, tn
light. The reaction is a chemical reduc-
tion. ."Vfter the reduction has taken place
there is blue except where there were
lines on the tracing, and these are white.
The disadvantage of blue printing is
that the prints are negative and will not
show pencil marks. To make a print with
a white background and dark lines, it
is necessary to make a negative or a Van
Dyke. The Van Dyke is a brown back-
ground with white lines. I'se this in-
stead of a tracing in the printing pro-
cess. Light goes through the lines and
leaves a white background and blue lines.
Professor Provine gave an illustrated
lecture showing different large engineer-
ing projects. The purpose of his lecture
was to help the freshman pick the field
they intend to follo^v. He said that the
fact that a freshman thinks he knows
now what branch of engineering he in-
tends to follow does not mean anything,
because he usually does not have an\
idea of the other branches.
Professor Provine said that the actual
building of some project was the easiest
part. The hard part was the part that
was worked out in the office.
The important factors in the winning
of bids for large engineering projects are
time of completion and cost.
He showed slides of the construction of
large power plants. One of them was
so far up in the mountains that the con-
tractor could not get steam shovels to the
site to dig the foundation, so he damed
a small stream far enough above the site
so that the water had sufficient force to
wash the earth away.
At a power plant in California the ma-
terials arrived by rail on the opposite
side of a mountain stream from the site.
The contractor could not get a boat up
stream so he had to make a large barge
on the spot. One of the details was to
make a landing that could be shifted up
and dow[i to meet the edge of the boat
because the boat was farther down in
the water with the heavier loads.
.^t another site a tressle was built
across a ravine to carry the materials
after the contractor had got the weights
of all the materials. A piece of machinery
came that weighed twice the capacity of
the bridge. It would take two weeks to
build a tressle strong enough. The engi-
neers figured a way out by putting
triangular supports in the middle of the
span. This was done in three days.
G. E. D. Department
Mr. H. H. Black was the only active
person in the department recently. He
was taken into partnership by a member
of the fair sex. The particulars on the
ceremony are not available inasmuch as
Mr. Black would have a secret. However,
if there is anything that anyone would
desire to know about the affair, Mr.
Black will undoubtedly be kind enough
to enlighten the curious persons if they
will but call at his office, 310 Transporta-
tion building.
Engineering Societies
Twenty-three junior and senior engi-
neers were formally initiated into Sigma
Tau, honorary and social engineering
fraternity, at the initiation ban(|uet
December 17 at the Inman hotel.
Prof. F. A. Russell of the B. O. and O.
department turned engineer long enough
to give the feature talk of the evening
on "Slaves, Serfs, and Salesmen," indicat-
ing the rise of standards and changes of
working conditions.
Prof. A. R. Knight of the e. e. de-
partment acted as toastmaster for the oc-
casion, and C. H. Rapp, cer. '31, presi-
dent of the organization, gave the wel-
come to the pledges, to which J. D. l.ouc-,
e. e. '31, responded.
Pledges initiated at the diiuier included
F. M. l-)eerhake '31, I. D. Lowe '31,
Robert MacClinchie '32, and F. C. Calc
'32, electrical egnineering ; B. E. Hovd
'31, C. M. Mackenzie '31, F. M. Somers
'31, and C. .'\. Davis '32, mechanical en-
gineering; K. X. I.ind '31, D. B. Lindsay
U, |. E. Spann '31, J. N. Pirok '31, L.
B. Sutherland '31, G. R. Fink '32, and
\V. \'. Wuellner '32, architecture and
architectural engineering; \V. E. Bohn
'31, and H. F. Lovell '32, civil engineer-
ing; E. W. Horning '31, and H. D. Im-
hoff, railway engineering; R. J. Dutfin
'32, and J. M. Nash '32, engineering
physics ; W. A. Deringer '32, ceramic en-
gineering; and J. E. Lattan '32, general
etigineering.
William M. Avery, c. e. '33. has been
presented with the Sigma Tau medal
awarded annually to the sophomore en-
gineer who maintained the highest
average of any freshman engineering stu-
dent the \ear before. Averv's average
was 4.98 S.
C. M. (Jardner Jr. was elected presi-
dent of Tau Beta Pi at the last meeting
\vhich was directed by Paul Evans, re-
tiring president, on Wednesday, January
7, in the electrical engineering reading
room.
The other officers who were elected are:
J. H. Armstrong, vice-president ; W. P.
Jones, recording secretary; M. M. Culp,
treasurer; J. F. Chandler, corresponding
secretary, and C. I. Luckman, cataloguer.
S. P. Langhoff gave a report on the
national convention which was held at
Lehigh university, Lehigh, Pa.
Mr. R. P. Hackett, instructor in ac-
countancy, spoke at the last meeting of
Chi Epsilon which was held on Tuesday,
Jatjuary 13, in the Sigma Epsilon house,
on the subject, "Municipally Owned
Waterworks."
Two lioncirary pledges and ten pledges
were formally initiated by Mu San Sun-
day evening, December 7, at Bradley
Hall. .As always at Mu San gatherings,
one hundred percent of the members, both
student and faculty, were present. W.
D. Hatfield, who is in charge of Decatur's
sewage treatment plant, talked on some
of his work and interesting experiences.
Mu San's new members are: W. E.
Bohn '32, B. Dickman '32, B. E. Nor-
vell '31, D. C. Radcliffe '31, R. O. Waller
'31, W. R. Fickett '32, R. S. Nelle '32,
C. U. Kring '32, E. W. Klatte '32, and
M. W. Ennis '32.
The first semester officers of Pi Tau
Sigma were: President, V. W. Joslin
;
vice-president, R. H. Newell; treasurer,
l.indo Cnrso; corresponding secretary, R.
P. Honold ; recording secretarv, M. K.
McAnall%.
Fo date, five meetings have been held
in addition to the initiation at which six
new members were taken into the fra-
ternit\. The speaker on the occasion of
the initiation was Mr. John Paul Jones
of the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana.
Fhe men initiated this semester were:
C. M. Mackenzie, F. M. Somers, M. C.
Lobstein, C. A. Davis, R. C. Williams, G.
E. Leutwiler.
In their meeting of January 15, the
local chapter of Theta Tau elected the
following six officers: Regent, C. F.
Monnier; Vice-Regent, J. F. King; Scribe,
M. R. Derby; Treasurer, W. F. En-
gcsser, and Marshal, A. Kowitz. The out-
going officers in the same order are:
Woodfill Luckman, Monnier, Ridgeway,
Hudson and DeBerard. These men are
seniors with the exception of Monnier
who was elected to the post of Regent
this vear.
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The Safe Highway
Accidents have increased in a greater
ratio than vehicles, with 35,000 lives
beiiiK lost last year. Can highways be
made safe; can safety be an inhcrenl
<|ualit\ of the highways, instead of as at
present, a characteristic of each indi-
vidual driver? That is the major problem
now confronting the highway engineer,
says F.ngineering News Record.
The problems of proper design of sur-
face, base, etc., have received the previous
attention of the engineer till now a
smooth surface, and a fairly long life
with little maintenance is possible. The
safety of the individual driver, however,
was left to the police power of the state.
This resulted in as many regulations as
there are states and in definite allow-
able speed limits. .Anyone exceeding those
limits became a criminal. The driver was
made to accommodate the pavement in-
stead of vice versa. The cart was before
the horse. Hut, figuratively speaking, the
cart rebelled and now the engineer is
attempting to make safety an iiiherent
quality of the pavement.
.Ml the <|ualities of a pavement arc
being studied as to their effect on safety.
Pavements arc being made wider and are
being striped to keep traffic in definite
lanes. Sight distances arc being length-
ened on hills b\- the use of longer vertical
curves, and on curves by the use of a
smaller degree of cur\'ature and remn\'al
of brush. The cur\'es themselves are being
made safer by an intelligent use of super-
elevation. Signs are being unified and
used discriminately. Shoulders are being
m.nintained and drainage facilities im-
proved.
While we can never e.xpect a highwa\
100 percent safe as long as the "bloke"
who rocks the boat and points the un-
loaded gun. is allowed to drive, much
can be expected in the future develop-
ment of the safe highway.
.\ Rail-Plane System of
Transportation
Reference has been previously made in
Mechanical Engineering to the Bennie
system, in which a car is suspended from
an overhead track built above the
ordinary railway track and driven by an
airscrew. The idea of using an airscrew
for propelling a streamline rail car has
been also incorporated in the vehicle re-
cently tested by the (Jerman engineer,
Kruckenburg, near Hanover; .\ 462-ft.
stretch of rail-plane track over the
Ixindon and Northeastern Railroad line at
Milngrove. near (ilasgow, has recently
been completed, and has enabled the
making of full-scale demonstrations of the
Hennic system. It is now stated in the
October, 1930 issue of Tlir Enti'nuir that
a private company in the south of France
has decided to ecjuip 30 km. of track
with a Bennie rail-plane system, and that
the preliminary work \\\\\ sliortly be
started. I'he e<|uipment is to lie made in
Knglaiul, and Wm. Beardmore and Co.,
Ltd., of Dalmuir, are to construct the rail-
plane cars. Plans for the rail-plane sys-
tem to cotHiect the towns of Blackpool and
Southport over the River Ribble have
been prepared and approved by the
Blackpool Corporation and a bill in con-
nection with this scheme is to be brought
before Parliament. The plans also pro-
vide for a road over the River Ribble.
From an economic point of view the
ke> feature of the Bennie system lies in
the possibility of using the upper side of
the overhead track as a high-speed motor
highway. Practically any stock car can
be now operated at 50 m. p. h. with safety
in so far as the automobile in itself is
concerned. The hazards in the fast driv-
ing of today arise practically exclusively
from excessively sharp curves on the
roads and from the crowded state of the
highways. A special high-speed overhead
highway could be used as a toll road, and
the extent to which it would be patronized
would tremendously affect the develop-
ment of the over-head rail system.
Railways are already beginning to feel
the inroads into their traffic by automo-
biles. It would be quite interesting to
see them turn the tables and make the
private automobile one of the contributing
factors toward modernizing rail trans-
portation and making it pay. It would
be also a proper way to do it, because
it would improve railroad transportation
at the cost of making automobile trans-
portation more attractive. One thing is
certain, however, and that is that under
the impetus of airplane transportation on
the one hand and automobiles on the
other, the railroads will have to look for-
ivard to a way of speeding up their own
passenger business. It is stated in this
connection that as soon as the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad has completely electrified
its New ^ork-Philadelphia line, it will in-
troduce a time schedule calling for 90-
m. p. h. runs.
World's Largest Two-Cylinder
Locomotive
The largest and most powerful two-
cylinder locomotives vet placed in service
have recently been introduced on the
(^hesapeake and Ohio railroad, for heav\
freight service lietween Russel, Ky., and
Toledo, Ohio. The new locomotives de-
velop a rated tractive effort of 106,584
pounds. They are of the 2-10-4 type, with
drivers of five feet nine inches in di-
ameter. The boiler pressure is about 260
pounds. The cvlinders are 29 inches in
diameter bv 34 inch stroke, and operate
at a maximum cut-off of 80 percent.
In order to evaporate sufficiently large
quantities of water to provide steam for
the cylinders, an unusually large fire-
box measuring 13 feet (> inches long by
9 feet, is provided.
Rlectric Resistance Brazing
In the November, 1930 issue of .Imrri-
I an Matlnniit we arc told that electric
brazing is a comparatively recent develop-
ment. There arc two methods, of which
one depends for its heat upon the electric
resistance of the metals being joined and
requires comparatively high pressures.
This process is usually referred to as
pressure brazing. Another process uses
the heat generated by passing current
through a pair of carbon blocks having
the joint clamped between them and is
known as resistance brazing. This was
developed by the General Electric Com-
pany', and is now being used in trans-
former manufacture as well as being
offered commercially. This method pro-
vides a dependable quick, sure joint. The
blocks heat readily at a lower current
rating because of their high resistance.
Less pressure is re(|uired than in the
previous method, and the heating is so
rapid that the metals being joined are
affected but slightly. The comparatively
low temperature also prevents carbon
breakdown or "grain growth." The joint
is created by applying a thin strip of
brazing alloy at the contact surface, the
alloy flowing through the joint section
and combining with a thin section of the
jointed metals to make a solid mass.
Three different silver alloys are now
being used as brazing media, depending
upon the type of joint being made. One
contains 50 per cent silver and has a melt-
ing point of 725 deg. cent. (1337 deg.
Fahr. ), another contains 30 per cent silver
and melts at 735 deg. cent. (1355 deg.
fahr.), and the third contains 10 per cent
silver and melts at 830 deg. cent. (1526
deg. fahr.). In order to protect the in-
sulation and prevent overheating the
small copper wire, the brazing must be
kept at an absolute minimum of tempera-
ture, necessitating the use of the 50 per
cent alloy. On larger cables, conductors,
and terminals the 30 per cent alloy is
used because of its reduced cost. The
alloy containing 10 per cent silver is best
suited for brazing heavy bus bars, plates,
and the like.
Fused borax is generally used as a flux,
hut in some cases potassium acid fluoride
is used in paste form. The surfaces of the
metals to be brazed should be flat at the
joint to insure good contact with carbon
blocks and prevent arcing and hot spots.
Stranded cable can be joined by brazing.
It is not essential to clean the surfaces
for brazing to the same extent that is
done in soft soldering, since the brazing
flux removes the oxides and most other
impurities. Certain alloys and varnishes,
however, are not remo\-ed b\' the flux and
should be removed before brazing, l^he
advantages of this process are claimed to
be saving in time in making the joint (as
compared with lead soldering), greater
strength, better electrical conductivity,
and comparative cheapness due to the
small quantity of alloy used.
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NOTHS
i)
R. L. Herman, ee. 15, formerly trans-
portation manager of the southwestern
district of Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing company, has been recent-
ly appointed heavy traction representa-
tive, nith headquarters in New" York.
L. M. I.u,
In this age of specialization even build-
ing construction work has become sub-
divided. Krwiv M. Lurie, c.e. '14, of
Chicago, is a special-
ist in metal lath
construction, particu-
larly in its use in
solid metal lath and
plaster partitions. He
has recently written
a book. -The Parti-
tion H a n d b o () k,"
which has been pub-
lished by the .As-
sociated Metal Lath
Manufacturers, i n-
corporated, Chicago.
On the title page
of the book appars the name of \Vh.\rto\
Cl.AV, c.e. '05, commissioner of the Aa-
sociated Metal Lath Manufacturers.
Lurie and Clay collaborated on "Safetv
from Fire," one of the first books dealing
with fire protection engineering as ap-
plied to construction and occupanc> of
buildings. It was published in 1923.
.After graduating from the rnivcrsily
in 1914, Lurie became manager of the
Lurie Concrete Products company. Chi-
cago. Later he became managing editor
of Contrdi- Products. Engineering and
building construction jobs occupied his
time for several years, until he started
work with metal lath. During the war
he designed furnaces for heat-treating
shapnel, and other war equipment.
Ira W. Fisk, e.e. '09. who \vas an in-
structor in electrical engineering at the
Cniversity from 1910 to 1916, has just
completed an appraisal of the bus equip-
ment owned by the Public Service Co-
ordinated Transport company of New
Jersey. This work was done for the state
public utility commission to assist them
in establishing a proper rate base for
fares. This company is the largest bus-
operating company in the United States.
Fisk is the senior partner of Fisk and
Roberts, New ^ork. He has recentlx
been retained to make a study of electric
train operation costs because of a proposed
raise of railroad rates in Neu WnV. .nui
outlying districts.
llowARO I.. CiiES'EV, arch. 12, of Chi-
cago, president of the Chicago chapter of
the American Institute of .Architects, J. C.
Ll.EWEi.i.vs:, arch. '77, of Chicago, and
Professor L. H. Provine. arch. '03, head
of the department of architecture of the
Universitv, have been appointed to the
Plym Fellowship committee for 1930-1931.
Hexrv W. C.kiime, arch. '98, has offices
ill the Leader building, Cleveland, Ohio.
He taught mathematics for the govern-
ment at Case t'niversity during the war.
ir. R. Enyarl '''>« ••<
Wii.LiA.vi R. Env-
art, m.e. '24, is
editor of the .Va-
t i n a I A eronaulii
Rivifw, which is
issued at Washing-
ton by the National
Aeronautic associa-
tion. Glider de-
velopment is shown,
while the advertise-
ments arc indicative
if the rapid progress
lation IS
making these da\
H. M. Pease, e.e. '98, has been located
in London ever since 1902. Imraediatel\
after graduation from the University he
joined the Western Electric company, Chi-
cago, and was sent by them to London.
In 1925 the International Telephone and
Telegraph corporation of New \ork
bought the International Western Electric
company. The company was renamed the
International Standard Electric corpora-
tion and Pease is now vice-president and
European general manager of this con-
cern.
RoscoE E. Spalding, arch. '15, is with
the Breen Stone and Marble company of
Kasota, Miruiesota. He has designed
several Minneapolis buildings, including
the Masonic home group, the Shrine hos-
pital for crippled children, and the .As-
bury hospital.
Frank M. White, m.e. 09, is president
of the Burd Piston Ring corporation and
the Liberty Heating Corporation, located
at Rockford.
EowiN T. CoLTON, c.e. '17, is now secre-
tary-treasurer of New Orleans Public
Service, incorporated. In 1918, he was an
engineer in the war
department under the
Lo w e r Mississippi
commission. Later
he was made chief
engineer of the
building of a ship
canal between the
Mississippi river and
Lake Pontchartrain,
a $20,000,000 project.
It was his record
here that attracted
the attention of the
president of t h e
corporation, who induced him lo enter the
organization as assistant treasurer and
secretarv.
K. T. Collnii
E. L. Si.viMoNS and J. li. Ei:imi.e-\ , both
c.e. '20, are connected with the J. L. Sim-
mons company, contractors, engineers, and
builders, with offices in Chicago, Decatur,
Bloomington, and Springfield. Simmons
is treasurer with head(|uarters at Decatur
while Felmley, the secretary, is located at
Bloomington.
D.AViD W. Burgoon, m.e. '16, is vice-
president of the Yeomans Brothers com-
pany. This company and the International
.Association of Ma-
chinists have worked
out a modern plan of
co-operation hetivcen
^^^^ employers and labor|k^ 1^ ^^^1 unions. In this plan
the union pledges
c o-o p e r a t i o n in
building up the out-
put, in improving
the quality a n d
efficiency, and in re-
ducing the costs. The
D. If. Buraoon company pledges
"willingness to do
all in its power to stabilize employment
as well as to share with the employees
from time to time the gains arising from
co-operation."
The Yeomans Brothers company of
Chicago manufactures ejectors and pump-
ing machinery and rotary air compressors.
.According to Burgoon, the idea is new in
the pumping machine industry and its in-
auguration is an effort to meet present-
day competition, to protect the shop-
working force, to make for better working
conditions, and to stabilize employment in
general. This plan is similar to the one
used for several years by the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad.
.Albert M. Sa.\e, arch. '11, has been
appointed adviser in a $4,000 prize contest
sponsored by the Chicago Bridge and Iron
works. Prizes are to be awarded for the
best suggestions for the beautification of
water tanks and water towers.
Robert E. Yolion, c.e. '05, died
September 10, 1930, at. Cincinnati, fol-
lowing a heart attack. For five years he
had been chief engineer of the Kilby Frog
and Switch company there. Before that
he had spent ten years with the same
company at Birmingham, .Alabama. Just
after graduating from the I'niversity, he
worked for the Buda company at Harvey.
Bertram CSrigsbv, e.e. '09, is a member
of the board of directors of the (I. (i.
Household Utilities corporation. This is
a separate subsidiary company of the
Grigsby-Grunow company which manu-
factures the Majislic radio. This new-
concern will manufacture electric refrig-
erators, vacuum cleaners, ironing devices,
and other electrical household articles.
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Ways in Which Metals Fail
(CnnlinuiA from Paij,- 10)
mainly in connection with metals to be used at ele\ate(l
temperatures.
Failure by fracture is of importance for buttle
materials under any kind of load, and for ductile
materials subjected to load repeated many times. Kracture
may occur as the eventual result of cither slip or creep,
but under steady load the damage by distortion from
either of these causes usualh' necessitates the replace-
ment of a member before fracture occurs, or, if the load
is in compression, bucklinj; and collapse take place before
fracture.
The fracture of a brittle metal under steady loading
or of any metal, ductile or brittle, under repeated loading
usually takes place suddenly with little or no warning
before it occus. In Fig. 4 (a) shows a test specimen of
steel before stressing; (c) shows a specimen bent by a
single severe steady load; and (b) sliows a specimen
100 000
90 000
Number of Cycles of Stress (.Reversed Bending) for Fracture
Fitjure 6: ..S-fi diagrams for repealid-stn-ss lists ("falii/ur"
tests) of 'various mi-tals.
broken by several thousand cycles of reversed bending.
It will be not^ that after the fracture under reversed
bending there is no evidence of severe distortion such as
is shown by the specimen subjected to a severe single
loading.
The surface of a fracture under repeated loading is
usually jagged and looks as if it exposed the surfaces of
crystalline grains. Before the days of the metallurgical
microscope it was supposed that under repeated stress
metal "crystallized," changed its structure, and became
brittle. When the metallurgical microscope was used to
study repeated stress it was foimd that fracture was
caused not by any "crystallization," but by a spreading
crack. In iron and steel this crack seems to start from
some slip planes or from some minute defect in the
metal, and to spread through the metal.
The relation between slip and fracture is not at all
close. Some metals, notably soft steel and copper, can
de\elop a considerable amount of slip and still can stand
hundreds of millions of repetitions of stress without start-
ing a spreading crack. On the other band, in duralumin,
and some of the copper-nickel alloys, a crack starts under
repeated stress before any slip bands can be detected. In
any event the so-called failure under repeated stress,
commonly called a 'fatigue" failure, is in reality a spread-
ing fracture. (See Fig. 5).
In connection with the stud\ of failure by spreading
fracture, or fatigue failure as it is commonly called, the
importance of localized high stress in structural and
machine parts has been sharply brought out. Most of our
structural experience has been with soft steel, and under
steady load localized stresses, such as the stresses at a
small hole, do very little damage to ductile material.
An extremely small distortion takes place near a hole but
this distortion is not of sufficient magnitude to do
material damage. However, for brittle materials under
any kind of loading and for all materials under repeated
loading such a point of localized high stress may be the
nucleus of a spreading crack, which may eventually
cause the fracture of the entire piece. Holes, grooves,
sharp shoulders, screw threads, and roughly machined
finish are some of the common sources of high localized
stress, a stress which ma\' in extreme cases be as high as
three or four times the nominal computed stress. Such
"stress raisers" are especially to be avoided'in parts made
of brittle material and in parts subjected to repeated
stress.
There seems to be a fairly well defined limiting
stress for all metals (with the possible exception of some
aluminum alloys) below which loading can be repeated
an indefinitely large number of times without fracture.
This limiting stress is called the endurdnce limit, or
fatigue limit. At present it can be determined only by
direct test. To determine this limit requires a testing
machine capable of producing rapidly cycles of stress of a
known magnitude.*
A specimen is placed in such a machine, a fairly high
stress applied, and the number of cycles of stress required
to break it is noted. Then a second specimen is put in
and a somewhat lower stress is applied and the test re-
peated. A series of such tests with diminishing stress
is made and the tests results plotted as shown in Fig.
b. In the resulting diagram, called an <.S-A' diagram, the
stress for which the diagram becomes horizontal is the
endurance limit.**
It was noted above that there does not seem to be
any very clearly defined relation between slip and
fracture in repeated stress, and it is foimd that there is
no definite connection between endurance limit and yield
strength. For any given group of metals there does
seem to be a fairly definite relation between ultimate
tensile strength under a single load and endurance limit.
However, the ratio between these two varies for different
kinds of metal. For soft and medium steel the ratio
between endurance limit and tensile strength (the en-
durance ratio as it is called) is about 0.50.
As noted previously, failure by fracture is of prime
importance in the case of brittle materials and in the
case of ductile materials subjected to repeated loading.
"Fatigue" failure is not very often an important problem
to the structural engineer, but is nearly always of vital
importance to the machine designer.
npany
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usnally convenient to plot nnmher
to a logarithmic scale as in Fig. 6.
'The Fatigue of .Metals." Chapter V,
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Now they manufacture weather
for telephone testing
A test illustrating work in the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories is made with the
weatherometer. This device produces
rain and sunshine to order, and deter-
mines the weather-resisting properties
of telephone equipment.
This test indicates an interesting habit
of the men engaged in telephone re-
search. It is to get sure knowledge
bearing on efficiency, economy, life and
reliability of apparatus.
Information is sought continuously
during the development of a design,
in advance of manufacture and of
course long before the equipment gets
into use.
Men who delight in thoroughness of
method find that the opportunity is there.
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION WIDK SYSTKM OF INTKK (ONNECTINCi Ti:i.i:i'IIONI>
'nii: TKCHNOCRAl'll I'ch, l'/.>l
Pipe-Line Transportation
(ConliiiiirJ from I'atjc 13)
to ci-ntial tank tainis for storage or dcpciulinfi upon tin-
situation and equipment available, oil may be transferred
to a booster station and sent through the system to the
ultimate destination, usually a refinery. Station operators
are needed, line walkers, maintenance men, line dis-
patchers, a large office force of clerks with bookkeepers,
accountants, executives and engineers. It is evident, then,
that despite the remoteness of stations and visible equip-
ment, the transportation of crude oil is an important link
between the oil well and the refineries and the marketing
organizations.
The writer gained some worthwhile experience dur-
inging the past summer by serving as head chainman in
the Oklahoma division of the Ciulf Line company of
Pennsylvania survey party. The survey was begun the
middle of June and was completed thirty-three days
later. A total of 86 miles was run.
Two or three days were required to become well
organized. Some of the men, young fellows, had had
no previous survey experience and time was required for
each one to learn his duties. This survey was to be a
reconnaissance and final location all in one. Several ob-
jectives were aimed at, namely to preserve the course
as far as possible, and to avoid large horizontal angles.
The most feasible course from a standpoint of laying
the line was to be chosen. Railroads were to be crossed
in fills and at right angles or nearly so. Paved highways,
streams and rivers were to be crossed at right angles too.
Stakes were set at 100 ft. stations. Great care was
used to keep the instrument in adjustment and keep the
course, but the actual distance along the ground was
chained, particularly up and down slopes with no at-
tempt to determine true horizontal distances. The reason
for this is that the pipe has to lie just below the surface
and conforms to the ground and it is necessary to know
as nearly as possible the length of pipe that would be
required.
United States geological maps were available and
were of much assistance. However, the contour interval
was fifty feet and as the chief put it there was "lots of
rough stuff in between those contours."
This line is ten-inch pipe and begins at Ferryman
tank farm 12 miles south of Tulsa and runs across
country as shown in figure 1. Some 800 miles are new
construction. One can readily see how this will supple-
ment the existing system from Kansas and Okl.ihoma to
Port Arthur, Texas, where one of the largest refineries in
the world is located.
This line is all welded with bell joints and a special
end dam as shown in figure 2. Immediately after the sur-
veyors, comes the right-of-way gang. Trees are felled,
and stumps blasted out. Casing is set under the high-
ways and railroads, and gates are made in fences. Present
day pipe line building exemplifies modern methods of
construction, especially the extensive application of power
machinery. Trucks haul the pipe from nearest railroad
terminals to the line and string it. Wagons are em-
ployed only in places inaccessible to trucks. Wheel
ditchers bite into .sand and loam, backfilling machines
cover lines in remarkably short time. Tractors with
booins handle pipe joints with ease and perform many
other useful tasks. Considerable work must still be^donc
by hand. Convenient construction camps are estabfished
for laborers. Ditchers work night and day to bury pipe
18" below svirface. A vast army moves forward to com-
plete the work. The line was divided into sections in
much the same maiuier as the survey. Each division works
independently of the others, but all eventually join.
There are sixteen pump stations on the line. A 316
II. P. Diesel drives a 6" x 18" triplex pump. Each station
has two pumping units with room for expansion. Work-
ing pressure is six to seven hundred poimds per square
inch, and the total daily capacity .56,000 barrels. These
stations are located by graphical method. This is shown
in figure .5. A profile of the line is drawn to scale. The
hydraulic gradient is drawn to this same scale. It has
been detcrnu'ncd with considerable accuracy just how
many pounds per square inch the pressure will drop per
mile; this is the hydraulic gradient. This is drawn on
the profile paper at the same horizontal scale as the pro-
file. WJiere the gradient cuts the profile is the proper
location of a pump station. This is theoretically fifty
miles but pr.actically, may be greater or less as one can
see from the figure.
Along with the pipe line is constructed a telephone
system paralleling it. This is necessary as hourly checks
are iiiade on oil in transit. Line walkers then will have
some ready means of communicating with the stations
in ca.se of serious line breaks or other difficulties.
The development of the welded joint during the last
ten years has made it possible to make pipe of higher
carbon steel having a much higher tensile strength.
Working pressures can be increased without fear of
bursting the pipe and the throughput and uiu't costs
benefited.
Ten-inch pipe is an innovation in oil lines. Compara-
tive figures show that a 10" line may be constructed for
approximately 1 1-5 times the cost of an 8" line and
carry nearly twice as much oil. Will these lower unit
costs ultimately result in replacement of many existing
8" lines? One notices a tendency on the part of major
oil companies to own their oil wells, pipe lines and re-
fineries to cut down the total cost of finished product.
Projects of new oil lines, and gas lines too, after
the success of the Denver-Amarillo line are under way
today that would have staggered the imagination just
ten years ago. A most recent undertaking is the building
of the Circat Lakes pipe line, owned by five companies,
to deli\er finished gasoline from Oklahoma refineries to
Chicago and Minneapolis and intervening points. This
will give mid-continental refineries a larger lease on life
as it is much cheaper to ship crude oil to refineries in
populous sections by pipe line than finished products in
tank cars. Witness the gradual movement of refineries
to Midwest and New England. What will happen to
the tank car companies who lease thousands of cars to
oil companies to ship gasoline?
Visions of untried possibilities present themselves for
the near futiu'e. With bulk stations at intervals and
lines along main highways and fleets of tank trucks a
tremendous territory could be serviced. How will the
national gasoline market be affected? Oildom anxiously
awaits the outcome. This year 19.31 may tell it.
Return Flow
(Cnnlinui'J from Page 8)
Figme I shows graphically the sources which con-
stitute the present flow of the river at North Platte,
Nebraska, during various months. The figure also shows
the average monthly flow of the stream prior to 1909.
The favorable stabilizing effect on the flow of a stream
by storage regulation and the return flow phenomenon is
at once apparent. The flood peak is reduced mainly by
storage and the flow during the drier months is en-
hanced by the return flow. The return flow also serves
to restore a part of the draft on the stream during the
season when diversions are being made for irrigation
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purposes. Such restoration permits of increased irriga-
tion development that would not be possible if part of the
diverted water did not return. Also, it will be noted that
the hydrograph of the river more nearly approaches a
horizontal line than it did prior to the irrigation develop-
ment.
In order to make complete utilization of the water
resources of a stream for irrigation it would be necessary
to construct a system of storage reservoirs below irri-
gated areas. The return flow, together with the natural
flow of the stream, could be captured and stored in these
reservoirs during the out of season period to be released
during the following irrigation season. The execution of
such a plan might not of course be feasible on all streams
due to such factors as the iion-avaiIabilit\' of suitable
reservoir sites and the prohibitive cost of flowage rights.
The ultimate utilization of the return flow has be-
come a very definite factor in the design of irrigation
systems. It has also raised the question as to whom the
benefits created by return flow belong. Those who paid
for the irrigation development which has improved the
flow conditions on the stream have caused to be created
more valuable water rights or possibilities of future de-
velopment. C^n the other hand, the return flow becomes
a part of the normal flow of the stream, over which the
various states iisuaih claim j\irisdiction. The question
is not vet answered.
^t-0*'/^
The A. I. S. C. has announced its second annual
bridge design competition. The nature of the contest
should appeal to both civils and architects. Details are
posted on the civil engineering bulletin board.
Last year three Illini received awards. Let's make this
prize-winning a habit!
SINCE 1676
STANDARD BY WHICH
QUALITY IS JUDGED
in allforms of
RUBBER INSULATED WIRE and CABLE
VARNISHED CAMBRIC WIRE andCABLE
IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE
AND TAPES
manufacturedAy
*• THE ?«l
konite Compa
onite-Callender CaiEIe
SOI FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,- N.Y.
ENGINEERS
Books and Supplies
New and used books for all courses. Supplies for
every course. Lab. coats, slide rules, draughting
instruments and papers, brief cases, typewriters.
THE U. of I. SUPPLY STORE
The Co-op On The Square The Co-Of)
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This is Progress!
RECENTLY at a large central heating station, the load
demand soared sl<yward at the rate of 10,000 lbs.
of steam per minute for an hours time. This gigantic load
pick-up was brought about by a single operator!
On each boiler control panel near the push button controls
were his operating guides— Bailey Boiler Meters and Multi-
Pointer Gages. They told him when to send his electrical
orders over copper nerves to huge fans, to whirring coal
feeders, and to rumbling pulverizers. Most important of all,
they enabled him to maintain efficient combustion during
the entire change from light load to full load.
Giant boilers pouring forth steam; hundreds of offices
comfortably heated; one man with the aid of Bailey
Meters doing the work of 100 — this is progress.
WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. 12
BAILEY METER CO. - Cleveland, Ohio
'f^m.^m^.i.^-^L^^^^^As I ' 1
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Tapered Wl-~^i R-Olle
TIMKEN ^^ BEARING
EQUIPPED
Modern Industry Rolls
on Timkens
New high standards of precision and production; new low levels
of manufacturing costs. These are the direct benefits to every
type of machinery made possible by Timken Bearings. These
are the advantages which student engineers of today will be
expected to provide tomorrow.
Small wonder that such sweeping results have carried Timken to
the very top as a dominant factor in leading industries.
In the very toughest jobs of all, machine tool spindles, Timken
Bearings are rolling up close to the 100"» mark on all the new
anti-friction machines for heavy-duty production.
Go through all Industry with a fine-tooth comb. You will find
Timken the one bearing—and the one name that stands out
above all others.
This is evidence of the most compelling character of the superior-
ity to be had only with Timken tapered construction, Timken
positively aligned rolls and Timken-made steel.
These cost-shrinking, profit-expanding advancements will be
just as easy to obtain in the future as they are now ... in any
type of machinery you may be called upon to design or buy
. . . through "Timken Bearing Equipped." The Timken Roller
Bearing Company. Canton, Ohio.
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upon Miiltipli'-Span Rciiitoici-il Coiictftc Arclu's, b\ \V.
M. Wilson.
Muilctiii NO. 1 7S. Ti-sts on the H\(lraulii.'s mm\
I'lu-iiiiiatics of House Plunibin);, Part II, bv Harold 1".
Babbitt.
Hullctin No. I'M. RoJliM!: Tests of Plates, h\ W,
.M. Wilson.
Bulletin No. 198. Results of Tests on Sevvagie
Treatment, by Harold K. Babbitt and Harry K. Sehlenz.
Bulletin No. 202. Laboratory Tests of Reinforeed
Concrete Arch Ribs, by W. M. Wilson.
Bulletin No. 2().v Dependability of the Theory nf
Concrete Arches, bv Hardv Cross.
Bulletin No. 2lO. Tension Tests ot Rivets, In W.
M. Wilson and W. A. Oliver.
Bulletin No. 215, The Column .\iudof:\, b\ ll,ird\
Cross (In Press).
Bulletin . L,ibiirator\ Tests of Arches with
Decks, by W. \I. Wil.son ( In press).
Circular \o. IS. The Construction. Rehabilitation,
and Maintenance of (iravcl Roads, b\ C. C. Wile\.
Circular No. — . Tests of Welds, by W. M. Wil
son ( In press).
The Zero Hour
(Conlinuid from Page 12i
them. This bridge was built just after the Ci\il war
and is still in perfect condition. Test drills ha\e been
made, all to prove that thinjis were still as good as new.
It is said that this structure will never wear out so well
is it biu'lt. Another one like it will never be built be-
cause of the gieat expense of building so perfect a
structLU'e.
While on this voyage it was alarmmg to note the
versatility and talent of the "seventy-four of us" that
suddenly came to its own. This was manifested in the
pla\ing of what was left of a piano, also in the com-
posing of .some daring forms of wit, verse and song,
daring inasmuch as the names of several of the accom-
panying professors were mentioned.
In spite of its small size the city of Decatur offered
us some worthwhile sights. The Decatur sewage dis-
posal plant was one. It has a capacity of reaerating
I (),0()(), ()()() gallons of sewage per day. The sewage first
enters a grit chamber where all sticks, rags and other
stuff are removed. The Imhoff tank is next. It furnishes
25 per cent of the biochemical oxygen demand. It adds
four cubic feet of air per gallon of sewage per minute.
This process of adding air is called reaeration. T he Dorr
tank is a large settling basin with a horizontal, four
bladed, fan shaped paddle revolving very slowly in the
bottom of it. From the Dorr tank the flow is to the
spra\s where the final reaeration takes place. The rate
of flow through the plant is about two and one-half
hours. This plant is efficient and out of necessity carries
a heavy load because of certain manufacturing industries
dumping their waste into the Decatur sewers.
The Decatur water supply is furnished from an im-
pounded lake. The water is purified in a system similar
to that in St. Louis but much smaller, of course. It is
softened from fourteen degrees of hardness to six de-
grees. Six million gallons of water per day are pumped
from this artificial lake which impounds eighteen miles.
There are al.so some pavements of interest in Decatur.
South Main street was a two course brick pavement. The
improvement included widening from 28 feet to 40 feet,
consists of a 5-inch slab covered with cruiie oil asphalt
and is drained by a ()-inch gutter. It is remarkable for
its stability. As for cost, $1.50 is the original price.
Maintenance runs $4.00 per mile per year. On the
.North Main street pavement the lepairs ha\e amounted
to $115 in the last fifteen years.
Staley's railroad separation in Decatur is an ordinary
steel truss structure, the steel being coated with gvniite to
pre\ent corrosion.
I ha\e come to the end ot ni\ notes .-uul so to the
end of m\' report. In trying to analyze just what 1 really
gained from this trip I find that in addition to the
technical training is the realization that profes.sors aren't
such had fellows after all ; the\ aie realK human like
the re>r of us.
The Cofer Design—The Pyramids
To the casual student of Egyptology the words Khufu,
khafra, and Menkaura remain singularly familiar. They
are the names of the Pharaoh-builders of the three great
pyramid-tombs at Ciizeh. In many respects, these
pyramids which thrice dot the plains of Gizeh over-
shadow any other attempt of the Egyptians toward a
structural organization of architectural materials. At
tlie beginning of construction on the Great Pyramid of
Khufu only a hundred and fifty years had passed since
the Egyptians first used stone masonry. In the monu-
ments and cemetery buildings of Gizeh therefore, we
have revealed to us the first great civilized age, as well
as the capacity of the first great state of human history.
They suggest a vista never to be forgotten. Out along
the desert margin lies many a grave of the prehistoric
Egyptian peasant. This lowly prehistoric burial place,
the lineal ancestor of the pyramid, emphasizes most
forcibly the development of a civilization which accom-
plished the most tremendous feat of engineering ever
achieved by ancient man. It was not merely a develop-
ment in the mechanical arts, which beginning with the
sand heap at last achieved the pyramid, but also a de-
\elopment in the organization of government and society,
which slowly advancing in the thousand years or more
which lie between the sand heap and the pyramid, has
gradually passed from the feeble initiative and limited
powers of the individual to the elaborate capacities of a
highly organized state, so efficient that it is able to con-
centrate all its vast resources of wealth and labor and me-
chanical skill upon one supreme achievement never later
to be surpassed.
The Great Pyramid of the Pharaoh Khufu built about
2900 B. C, the earliest and the largest of the pyramids at
Ciizeh, is the most impressive surviving witness to the
final emergence of organized man from prehistoric chaos
and local conflict. Here is a tomb containing 2,300,000
blocks of limestone each weighing about two and a half
tons, the a.ssembling and erection of which in this build-
ing required the labor of one hundred thousand men for
some twenty years. It required a daring imagination in
the architect, gazing out over the empty plateau before its
occupation by this building, and measuring off a square
containing some thirteen acres, to begin covering it with
a pile of stone masonry nearly five hundred feet high.
Even at the early date of 2900 B. C. the Egyptians
were sufficiently versed in mathematics to solve the
problems which the construction of this great project in-
\olved. Prior to this date they had establised a system
of nilometers to record the varying levels of the Nile in
,ill latitudes. The problems encountered in this survey
were indeed more exacting than any of a similar nature
whicli the building of the Great Pyramid might present.
The builders of the C^reat Pyramid, already in possession
of the methods which enabled the Pharaoh's engineers to
l.iy out a seven-hundred mile line of nilometers in one
plane, attained an accuracy in the lines and angles of the
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pyraniiil, which would be considered very satisfactory
even in a modern survey employing perfected instruments.
The sockets cut into the limestone surface of the desert
plateau in which the cornerstones of the (jreat Pyramid
were laid, still survive, though the cornerstones them-
selves have been quarried out by Moslem vandals. These
sockets enabled the archaeologist Petrie to establish the
length of the sides as 755 feet. The maximum error he
found to be .63 of an inch, that is, less than one-fourteen-
thousandths of the total length of the side. The error of
angle at the corners he found to be 12" of a degree, that
is. one-twenty-seven-thousandths of the right angle which
the architect had laid out at the corner.
It is not a little interesting to follow the methods by
which the workmen de\eloped the power to manipulate
the \ast masses of structural materials which the
pharaoh's architects were called upon to rear nearly 500
feet above this ground plan. The ruins of other pyramids,
and a pyramid left in an unfinished state at Gizeh, have
revealed much of the process of construction. Ramps of
sun-dried brick which were built higher as the pyramid
rose, furnished an inclined plane up which the stone
blocks were dragged by main strength, on wooden sledges.
Just how each block was shifted from the sledge to its
particular place in the structure is still luicertain ; for
the description of the device for this purpose left us by
tile historian Herodotus is not clear. After the comple-
tion of the core ma.sonry, the workmen, beginning at the
apex of the pyramid, proceeded to fit and set the polished
masonry covering of the pyramid. As the work pro-
ceeded toward the bottom the ramps were removed.
The most remarkable feat of engineering involved in
the erection of the (jreat Pyramid is probably the con-
POWER, ELECTRICAL AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY
Heavy Machinery
For nearly thirty years the name Allis-Chalmers has
among engineers been synonymous with heavy
machinery. During a much longer period the com-
panies which united to form the Allis-Chalmers or-
ganization were prominently identified with the man-
ufacture of many lines of power, electrical and in-
dustrial machinery. In many of these lines they were
pioneers and in practically all of them
^ they were recognized leaders. This
"^^ leadership is maintained today in the
many products of Allis-Chalmers.
Products of Allis-Chalmers
izt Equipment, Steam and Hydraulic Turbines, Steam,
s and Oi I Engines, Condensers, Ccntrifuga I Pumps,
Pumping Engines — Electnca I Machinerv, Motors,
Generators, TransFormers, Switchgear — Mining
and Metallurgical Machinery: Steam and Elec-
trical Hoists, Timber Preserving Machinervi
Crushing and Cement Machinerv; Flour
and Saw Mil IMachincry,Texrope Drives,-
Farm, Industrial and Crawler Tractors,
Agricultural Machinery-
r
LLIS-CH^LMERS M/qNUFACTURINGfO.
MILWAUKEC, WIS. U.S.A. ^
Melting Metal
. . . under absolute control
Bronze for Jenkins Valves is melted in
electric furnaces. Temperature, duration of
heat, exclusion of fuel and atmospheric
gases ... all important in the making of
good valves . . . are under absolute control
. . .Jenkins Valves in standard, medium
and extra heavy, are obtainable for power
plant, plumbing, heating, or fire protection
requirements. Send for booklet descriptive
of Jenkins Valves for use in any type of
building in which you may be interested.
Jenkins Bros., 80 White St., New York ...
524 Atlantic Avenue, Boston . . . 133
North Seventh Street, Philadelphia . . .
646 Washington Boulevard, Chicago . . .
1121 North San Jacinto, Houston . . .
Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal . . . London.
Melting Jenkins Vulve Bronze
in Electric Furnaces
Jenkins
VALVES
SlIKc|S(V+
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Modern Production Equipment
for Modern Millings
THE present day production engineer realizes
the losses that result from the use of obsolete
methods and equipment,consequentIy,you will find
him continuously recommending the purchase of
modern up-to-the-minute production units.
For milling operations'—'the production of ac-
curate duplicate parts in quantities'—^the Brown &
Sharpe No. 21 Automatic Milling Machine offers
some remarkable production possibilities. Fully
automatic in operation, this machine, in the field of
work for which it is adapted, will generally replace
at least two ordinary milling machines.
It pays to always be familiar with the
latest developments in Brown & Sharpe
Machine Tools, a complete catalog
of which will be sent upon request.
BROWN H Sharpe
striiction chambers rising in a series over the sepulchre
chamber. Here is a series of five roofs, the lowest built
of granite blocks almost tueiitv -seven feet long, six feet
lligh, and over four feet thick. The blocks weigh some
fifty-four tons each. After being quarried at the First
Cataract, these heavy blocks were brought six hundred
miles down the ri\er, dragged up the plateau, and then
up the brick ramps to a level perhaps two hundred feet
above the pavement, where they were so laid that the\
might protect the burial chamber from being crushed in
by the weight of the masonry above it. The principle
which the pyramid engineers seem to have had in mind
was a mistaken one. They seem to have thought that if
the topmost granite roof gave way, it was a good thing
to have another ready just below it. The series of
granite roofs is therefore of purely contingent value.
They are crowned howe\er. b\ a wiser construction of
enormous limestone beams, an aich in principle, but in
appearance a peak roof. These vast beams of limestone
receive the burden on their peak and by their sideward
thrust transfer it to the core masonry of the pyramid on
each side of the sepulcher chamber, and thus save the roof
of the latter from being crushed in.
The ponderous mechanics of which the pyramid en-
gineers were master is impressi\ely illustrated by the
enormous mass of stone chips produced by the army of
stone-cutters who wrought 2,300,000 two-and-a-half ton
blocks of limestone for the pyramid masonry. The accu-
mulation of this rubbish had to be disposed of, and the
foreman had it carried to the edge of the plateau and shot
over the face of the cliff where it still lies at the angle
of rest. It is equal in bulk to about half of the mass of
the pyramid itself.
BAUSCH
& LOMB
PREcTsiON
Tool Maker's Mi-
croscopes—accurate
to .0001. One of the
Bausch &: Lomb
family of precision
instruments for solv-
ing the problems of
industry.
BROWN" ,& Sll.ARIT MIC. CO. PROVIDl.NCi:. R. I , U. S. A.
FOR BETTER VISION . .
ORTHOGON LENSES
BAUSCH a LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY
«3S ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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WHERE
EXPERIMENT
HOLDS FORTH
A section of (he Physical Loborolory
Dow:
MARK
I
I the close contact of our men with the
"^ consistent development of new proc-
esses and new products, inspires the desire
to follow thru individual ideas.
Our stafF of over 190 graduate chemists,
physicists and mechanical engineers is
always alert to discover new and better
methods and products as well as to test
and check the old ones.
The facilities offered by our finely equip-
ped chemical, physical and metallurgical
laboratories, and a complete chemical
library are available to our personnel.
Such co-operation results in better prod-
ucts for our customers and broader op-
portunities for our men.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
30 Till' llXllXOCiR Al'll I\ln l^'M
Physics Teacher (having a review):
"Are there any (lucstioiis that \(ui wmiKI
like to have discussed?"
Clare (a student who expects to stiuh
law and finds phvsics a liorc): "1 would
like to know how Boyles Law is en-
forced ?"
The teacher hesitates, not knowing
what to say and to his relief for once the
wit of the class responds: "Apply a
little pressure."
Son: "What was the stone age?"
Dad: "That was the period when a
man axed a woman to marry him."
Then there was the Scotchman Avho
would berate himself until he was froth-
ing at the mouth—then he would shave.
"Do you dance?"
"Ves I love to."
"That heats dancing arn tiine."
—Snur OkI.
Police Sargeant: "Is the man danger-
oush' wounded ?"
Patrolman: "Two of them are fatal,
hut the other one isn't so had."
—PalhfinJn:
Hiram: ''Wal, is your boy going to
study higher mathematics in college ?"
Hank: "Yep, I s'pose so. I heard tell
them football signal numbers go as high
as 202." —Palhfindrr.
Doctor: "I am afraid I have some
bad news for you. You will never be
able to work again."
College Stude: "Whadda ya mean, bad
news."
Co-ed: "Who was at your part\?"
No. 2: "Oh some engineers and a fe\v
invited guests." ... —In<iua Entiinn-r.
He: "I think I have a flat tire."
She: "Oh give me a chance, we're not
a block from home yet."
"Clothes give a man a lot of confi-
dence."
"They sure do. I wouldn't go without
them."
She; "Look, Harvard's gonna kick off.
"
Son of Eli: "Say, they've been dead
for vcars." —I'andirhill MasqurraJir.
Some plants derive benefit from
artificial light. The electric light plant
is one of them. —Humorist.
I'liK 25Kn Ps.M.M JO .\\ Encixkkk's
SwKKriii: \Ri
\'t'rll\ I say unto you, inarr> not an en-
gineer,
Lor an engineer is a strange being, aiul
is possessed
Of many devils.
Yea, he speaketh eternally in parables,
which he callcth formulae.
And wieldeth a big stick which he calleth
a slide rule,
.'\nd hath only one bible, a handbook.
He thinketh only of stresses and strains
and without end of thermodynamics.
He showeth always a serious aspect, and
he seemth not to kno\v
Hnw to smile and he picketh his seat in
the car by springs therein and not by
damsel.
Neither does he know a waterfall except
by its horsepower, and a
Sunset, except that he must turn on the
lights, nor a damsel
Except by her live weight.
."Mways he carries his honks with him
and entertaineth
His sweetheart with steam tables.
\'erily, though his damsel expected choco-
lates when he calleth.
She openeth the package but to disclose
samples of iron ore.
Vea, he holdeth his damsel's hand, luit to
measure the friction,
.•\nd kisses her but to test the viscosity.
For in his eyes there shineth a far awav
look, that is neither
Love nor longing—rather a vain attempt
to recall a formula.
There is but one key to his heart, and that
is Tau Beta Pi, and
One love letter for which he yearneth and
that is an "A."
When his damsel writcth of love and
signeth with crosses he
Takes not these symbols for kisses, luit
rather
For unknown i|uaiuities.
F.ven as a boy, he pulleth a girl's hair
but to test its elasticity.
Hut as a man he discovered different de-
vices
;
For he count the vibrations nf her heart
strings, and
Reckoneth the strength of her materials.
He seeketh ever to pursue his scientific
investigations, even
His heart flutterings he counteth as a
vision of beauty
.'\nd inscribeth his passion as a formula.
".And his marriage is as a simultaneous
ei|uation, involving two
I iiknowns and yielding diverse results."
ll'fSlinr//ioiui-—"Campus Seoul."
.\ young salesman was seen to turn
away from a prospective buyer of an
electric washing machine with a disgusted
look on his face. The "boss" immediately
\\anted to kno\v why.
"She doesn't want an electric washing
machine," the young man replied, "I
turned on the current and showed her
how it worked and finallv she pointed to
the hole in the bottom and asked":
'What is that for?' '
"To let the water out," I said.
"Oh, then it doesn't wash by electricity ;
\ou have to use water."
—Siierur and In-Vt'ntinn.
Some of the boys from the .Arc building
tell us that Otto Hills has graduated to
the ranks of housewife. Over the holidays
he was seen at the Phi Psi cottage garbed
in an apron, turning out meals and such
for a few of the happy gents.
He: "This plane is equipped with twn
Wright Whilrwind motors."
She: "Whv didn't they make one of
them a left?" —Science and Invention.
1st Co-ed: "Don't you speak to him
any more?"
No. 2: "No, whenever I see him I give
him the geological survey."
1st Co-ed: "Geological survey?"
No. 2: "Yes, that's what commonly
krunvn as the stony stare."
—Kansas Sour Oivl.
The drunk halted in front of an
enormous tarpon in a glass case. He
looked at it for a minute or two. Then
he said, "The fellow--hic-\vho caught that
-hic-fish is a liar."
—
American Mutual.
He: "He's an old flame nf vours, isn't
he?"
She: "Yes. Just look at him. .About
half lit now."
Hotel clerk to . Farmer who had spent
his first night in a hotel: "Well, how
did you sleep last night?"
Farmer: "I didn't sleep at all; the
light was burning."
Clerk: "Why didn't you turn it out?"
Farmer: "I blew on it for an hour,
but the darn thing had glass around it."
Professor of Astronomy: "How many
classes of heavenly bodies are there?
"
Freshman (An ardent admirer ot tlie
fair sex); "Three Professor—blondes,
brunettes and redheads."
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Smith-mixed Concrete
n
forMilwaukee
County
uit
House
KOEHRING
Pavers, Mixers; Power Shovels,
Pull Shovels, Cranes, Draslines;
Dumptors.
INSLEY
Excavators; Concrete Placing
Equipment; Cars, Buckets,
Derricks.
T. L. SMITH
Tilting and Non-tilting Mixers,
Pavers, Weigh-Mix.
PARSONS
Trenchers, Backfillers.
C. H. &: E.
Portable Saw Rigs, Pumps,
Hoists, Material Elevators,
Ditchers.
KWIK-MIX
Mixers — Concrete, Plaster and
Mortar.
One of the largest county court houses in the United
States is nearing completion at Milwaukee, Wiscon-
sin. This new eight million dollar building of classical
architecture takes an imposing position on its raised
elevation.
General dimensions show a length of 450 feet, a width
of 200 feet and a height of 200 feet. In the foundation,
6,700 piles were sunk in order to provide a secure base
for the heavy structure. There were 12,000 tons of
steel used in the building and the limestone order,
which was third largest placed in the United States
during 1929, amounted to 303,000 cubic feet. The six
columns over the entrance are 7 ft. 6 in. in diameter
and are 60 ft. high.
Among the N. E. C. machines used on the Milwaukee
County Court House was a large Smith Tilting Mixer
of 2 yard capacity. With the famous Smith end-to-
center mixing action, the big tilter mixed 10,000 cubic
yards of concrete—Smith-mixed concrete for per-
manence.
National Equipment
Corporation 30th St. & Concordia Ave.Milwaukee* Wisconsin
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STOCKHAM FITTINGS
^for straight lines and strenQth
To design and make fittings to best perform the function for which they
are intended is a Stockliani ideal that has been rigidly maintained for
over a quarter century. Every Stockham Fitting, to be a reflection of that
ideal, demands accurate design, expert metallurgical control, painstaking
workmanship anti thorough inspection. These are some of the reasons
why Stockham Fittings always make up easily on the job to straight lines
and tight joints, and why you may always depend upon them for every
kind of pipe line ser\'ice.
STOCKHAM PIPE & FITTINGS COMPANY, Birmingham, Alabama
\ M. II. M
A,.
The Modern Way of Building Highways
A labor-iitviiig combination—"j.ukh.Diun" operating jiom an l-R portable
air compresior
"Jackhamer" Drills and portable air compressors have been
tremendous factors in making the United States a land of
fine highways.
Before the introduction of these powerful tools, road'
building was a tedious job. Nowadays, broad, smooth,
paved highways are constructed with remarkable speed
and frequently at a lower cost per mile.
The "Jackhamcr" Drill, of which there are now eight sizes,
is widely used throughout the world in road building, min-
ing, foundation work, and many other projects too numer'
ous to mention.
Wherever you go, at home or abroad, you will find I-R
sales and service offices ready to serve you.
INGERSOLL-RAND CO. . - 11 Broadway, New York
Branches, or distributors in principal cities the world over
For Canada Refer—Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Co.. Limited
10 Phillips Square. Montreal, Quebec
Ingersoll-Rand
DRIVING A RIVER UP A
SKYSCRAPER
SEVEN hundred and fifty gallons of water a
minute pouring out from three nozzles over
one thousand feet above the busy streets of
Manhattan— a small river driven skyward 77
stories— that's the service afforded by the G-E
motorized fire pumps of the famous Chrysler
building.
During a recent test these pumps developed a
pressure of 58 pounds per square inch at the
77th floor, or 422 pounds pressure per square
inch at the basement installation—a mighty
test for drive and pump alike. A stunt.' No!
Such protection must be maintained as long as
needed—on a second's notice.
Such outstanding performance has won con-
fidence for the hundreds of G-E products. This
confidence has been maintained largely through
the work of more than three decades of college
graduates who are members of the G-E
organization.
G-E U)0-hp. molor driving a LeCourtenay fire pump
locjirj in the hatemeni i>l Ihe Chrysler bliildir
S,u York Ci/y
95-832nH
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